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SR-00-01-(28) 69R (CC) 
Recommends the approval of a College of Education and Human Services, Human Development 
and Allied Technologies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree in Adult and Technical Education (ATE). 
RATIONALE: 
This program is designed to support the state and national initiatives to improve the workforce by 
developing professionals who can effectively train employees. Students may enter the program as 
freshmen and develop skills necessary for today's professional in Training and Development. Students 
may earn state teacher certification in Business Education or Marketing Education. 
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Bachelor Level Program in Adult and Technical Education 
Proposed Implementation: Fall 2001 
PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The Department of Adult and Technical Education, Division of Human Development and Allied 
Technology, proposes a cost effective and creative undergraduate program in Adult and Technical 
Education. The program is designed to maximize the utilization of existing faculty, space and 
equipment. This proposal outlines a teaching track, which includes the current options of Business 
Education and Marketing Education, the addition of an area of emphasis in Training and Development. 
The Bachelor's Degree in Adult and Technical Education is being proposed at this time in response to 
student demand and need, as well as the state of West Virginia's continued emphasis toward workforce 
and economic development. In response to the challenge of business and industry to successfully 
operate a climate of intensified global competition, Adult and Technical Education placed an expanded 
focus on the creation and maintenance of partnerships, collaboratives and strategic alliances which are 
designed to encompass a full range of training and education programs and ensure ease of access to 
workers and employers. The development of an organization's technical and skilled workforce is vital 
to its success and growth. It has been recognized in a study mandated by the Board of Trustees in May 
1995 that the need for training and development is critical in our state and throughout the country. Due 
to changes in business, industry, and education, the current program's focus has gradually changed to 
meet the needs of employers. The Business and Marketing Education programs have been addressing 
that need through program revisions that address the changing need of public education. 
Students entering the Marketing Education, Business Education, as well as the Training and 
Development options of this program will be expected to have achieved the academic standards set forth 
by Marshall University. These students should possess the knowledge and skills necessary for 
admission in the College of Education. The non teaching component of the program provides an area of 
emphasis designed for individuals who desire to become training and development specialists in 
business, industry or service organizations, or develop leadership skills in their technical field of 
expertise. Interested students in the program will gain classroom knowledge, experience work-based 
activities and participate in projects intended to develop the competencies utilized by professionals in 
the field of human resource development. 
Part I: PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
A. Program Objectives 
This program, which is not entirely new, will involve the inclusions of the two existing teaching areas 
of emphasis, the addition of a non-teaching area of emphasis in Training and Development. Overall 
objectives of the proposed program are: 
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B.A. Degree in Adult and Technical Education 
Teaching Track 
Business Education Option (Current) 
Marketing Education Option (Current) 
Non-Teaching Track 
Training and Development Option (New) 
To continue to prepare teachers in the field of Business Education. The Business Education program 
has been an undergraduate degree program at Marshall University for approximately thirty years. 
Continued need for this area is documented by the teacher shortage now facing our public schools. 
(Appendix A) 
To continue to prepare teachers in the field of Marketing Education. The Marketing Education program 
was established at Marshall University in 1973, and is the only program in the state of West Virginia 
certifying teachers in the field of Marketing Education. (Appendix A) 
To prepare persons who seek employment as training and development specialists in business, industry 
or service organizations. The goal of this interdisciplinary program is to broaden and enhance the 
perspectives of students interested in human resource development. (Appendix B) 
B. Program Identification 
Program identification, as provided in the Classification ofinstructional Programs (CIP) developed 
and published by the U.S. Department of Education, Center for Educational Statistics, is as follows: 
130403 - Adult and Continuing Education Administration 
C. Program Features 
This proposal is designed to maximize the utilization of existing faculty, space and equipment 
resources. The Bachelor's degree in Adult and Technical Education is designed to continue to meet 
workforce needs in Business and Marketing Education. Due to the increase in teacher retirement 
rates, teachers in these areas will be in demand within the next five years. Both programs have 
produced many distinguished graduates who are now employed as teachers within the state of West 
Virginia and in surrounding states. In addition, the program will train students according to the 
following format: 
I. The training and development option is intended to prepare persons who seek employment as 
training and development specialists in business, industry or service organizations. The goal of this 
interdisciplinary program is to broaden and enhance the perspectives of students interested in human 
resource development. Using an integrated curriculum of required and elective courses in a lecture 
format, a research component and several other related projects facilitate achievement of the 
program goals. 
2. Our goal is to provide highly skilled, knowledgeable individuals to prepare the workforce of 
today and tomorrow. This program is designed to equip graduates with the necessary skills to teach 
and train future workers. 
3. The program will include clinical experiences under close supervision with a portfolio 
assessment component. 
4. The program will integrate technology in many courses, but specifically in ATE 300, ATE 425, 
ATE 483 and ATE 494. 
Catalog Description 
The Adult and Technical Education (ATE) program offered at Marshall University consists of three 
areas of emphasis. The program is intended for persons who are interested in pursuing a secondary 
teaching degree in the fields of Business Education or Marketing Education, as well as those who intend 
to serve in an instructional, training or leadership capacity in business, industry or education. 
1. Admission and Performance Standards 
The Marshall University Adult and Technical Education B.A. degree will maintain the high standards 
currently demonstrated by the department at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Several factors will 
help insure high quality standards for the program: 
-Marshall University has set entry level ACT scores at 19, or a combined score (verbal+ math) of at 
least 910 on the SAT. 
-If a student is transferring from another college, on or off campus, he or she must have a minimum of a 
2.5 GPA to receive full admission into the program. 
-Students must maintain a 2.5 GPA in their field of study once they have been admitted. 
-Students' knowledge and skills will be assessed as an ongoing process, which includes exams and 
projects. 
-The Adult and Technical Education faculty are experienced, highly qualified and student oriented. 
There are six full time faculty members, four of which have infield doctoral degrees. The faculty is 
widely published, active at the state, regional and national levels, and attends conferences in their 
respective fields of study. 
Criteria for Program Admission 
An applicant for admission to the Adult and Technical Education B.A. program must satisfy the general 
undergraduate admission requirements of Marshall University. The candidate must comply with all 
requirements detailed in the current undergraduate catalog of Marshall University. Students will be 
responsible for meeting the Marshall Plan initiatives including: Writing Across the Curriculum, 
Computer Literacy, International and Multicultural Studies, and the Capstone Experience. 
Transfer students must have a cumulative GPA of2.5 or higher. 
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PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Marketing Education Emphasis 
Summary of Hours Required 
General Requirements for Teacher Education Programs . . . . . . . . . 43-44 
Teaching Specialization for Marketing Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Professional Education Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Total Hours . ..................... , .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128 
Marshall University Undergraduate Catalog, 1999-2001, pages144-145 
A FINE ARTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Art (ART) 112, Theatre (THE) 112, or Music (MUS) 142 
B. COMMUNICATION STUDIES .................................... 9 
Written Communications: ENG 101and102 or 201H or 302 
Oral Communications : CMM I 03 or l 04H or 305 
C. HUMANITIES ................................................. 6 
Literature (ENG) courses at or above the 300 level 
D. MATHEMATICS (Select 3 hours from the following) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
MTH 121 or Mathematics course above MTH 121 
E. COMPUTER SCIENCE. .......................................... 3-4 
CI 102 or high school credit I 
03~ 3 
F. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ........................................ 2 
Select 2 hours from any ESSR (PE/PLS) activities course) 
G. NATURAL SCIENCE ............................................ 8 
Integrated Science 4 
Science coursework offered in the College of Science 4 
H. SOCIAL SCIENCE .............................................. 9 
SOS 207 (Multicultural) 3 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Select 6 hours from the approved list) 6 
Total General Requirement Hours ..................................... 43-44 
Other Requirements 
I. 128 Minimum Division Hours 
J. 45 Upper Division Hours 
K. Pre-Profession Skills Test (PPST) 
L. Admission to Teacher Education 
M. Praxis II: National Teacher Exam (NTE) Subject Assessment/Specialty Area Test 
Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT) Test 
N. Marshall Plan which culminates in a capstone experience (student teaching). 
ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Marketing Education Emphasis 
Except for Student Teaching, courses in this category MAY NOT be completed under the credit/non-
credit option. 
A. Teaching Specialization ......................................... . 
ACC 215 
CMM207 
ECN 250, 253 
MGT 320,424 
ATE 105,201,485 
MKT 231, 340, 341, 344, 350 
ATE422, 425 
46 
3 
3 
6 
6 
7 
15 
6 
B. Professional Education Core ...................................... 33 
EDF 218, Child to Adolescent Development in Schools AND 3 
EDF 270, Clinical Experience I 0 
771e following courses require the prerequisite Admission to Teacher Education 
EDF 319, Applications of Leaming Theory 3 
CI 345, Critical Reading, Writing & Thinking 3 
CISP 421, Children with Exceptionalities 3 
ATE 405, Instructional Methods for Technical Training 3 
CI 470, Field Experience 0 
CI 449, Instructional and Classroom Management: Secondary Education 3 
EDF 475, Schools in a Diverse Society 3 
CI_, Student Teaching (full semester) CAPSTONE 12 
C. General Requirements ......................................... 43-44 
D. Electives (to meet the minimum required 128 hours for graduation) 
E. Electives: students may choose to use these hours toward a second endorsement 
F. 45 Upper Division Hours 
G. Pre-Profession Skills Test (PPST) 
H. Admission to Teacher Education 
I. Praxis II: National Teacher Exam (NTE) Subject Assessment/Specialty Area Test 
J. Program requires 2,000 hours of verified work experience in the marketing or service 
occupations. Wage earning experience shall be in businesses that (1) sell goods at retail, (2) 
services at retail, including financial and transportation services, and (3) wholesale. 
K. Marshall Plan which culminates in a capstone experience (student teaching). 
ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Business Education Emphasis 
Summary of Hours Required 
General Requirements for Teacher Education Programs ........... 43-44 
Teaching Specialization for Business Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Professional Education Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Total Hours . ....................................................... 128 
Marshall University Undergraduate Catalog, 1999-2001, pages 144-145 
A. FINE ARTS .................................................... 3 
Art (ART) 112, Theatre (THE) 112, or Music (MUS) 142 
B. COMMUNICATION STUDIES .................................... 9 
Written Communications: ENG IOI and 102 or 201H or 302 
Oral Communications: CMM 103 or 104H or 305 
C. HUMANITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Literature (ENG) courses at or above the 300 level 
D. MATHEMATICS (Select 3 hours from the following) .................. 3 
MTH 121 or Mathematics course above MTH 121 
E. COMPUTER SCIENCE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4 
CI 102 or high school credit I 
Cl 350 3 
F. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ........................................ 2 
Select 2 hours from any ESSR (PE/PLS) activities course) 
G. NATURAL SCIENCE .......................................... 8 
Integrated Science 4 
Science coursework offered in the College of Science 4 
H. SOCIAL SCIENCE .............................................. 9 
SOS 207 (Multicultural) 3 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (Select 6 hours from the approved list) 6 
Total General Requirement Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43-44 
Other Requirements 
I. 128 Minimum Division Hours 
J. 45 Upper Division Hours 
K. Pre-Profession Skills Test (PPST) 
L. Admission to Teacher Education 
M. Praxis II: National Teacher Exam (NTE) Subject Assessment/Specialty Area Test 
N. Marshall Plan which culminates in a capstone experience (student teaching). 
ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Business Education Emphasis 
Except for Student Teaching, courses in this category MAY NOT be completed under the credit/non-
credit option. 
A Teaching Specialization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
ATE425 3 
ACC 215, 216 
and 348 or any approved 300 or 400 level ACC 3-hour elective 9 
ATE 305, 325, and 421 9 
ECN 253 3 
LE207 3 
MGT 320 3 
MKT340 3 
AAT 112, 114, 261, 136, 237 and 265 
(Student may request selected proficiency exams) 18 
B. Professional Education Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
EDF 218, Child to Adolescent Development in Schools AND 3 
EDF 270, Clinical Experience I 0 
The following courses require the prerequisite Admission to Teacher Education 
EDF 319, Applications of Learning Theory 3 
CI 345, Critical Reading, Writing & Thinking 3 
CISP 421, Children with Exceptionalities 3 
ATE 469, Business and Occupational Teaching Methods AND 3 
CI 470, Field Experience 0 
CI 449, Instructional and Classroom Management: Secondary Education 3 
EDF 475, Schools in a Diverse Society 3 
CI_, Student Teaching (full semester) CAPSTONE 12 
C. General Requirements ......................................... 43-44 
D. Electives (to meet the minimum required 128 hours for graduation) 
E. Electives: students may choose to use these hours toward a second endorsement 
F. 45 Upper Division Hours 
G. Pre-Profession Skills Test (PPST) 
H. Admission to Teacher Education 
I. Praxis II: National Teacher Exam (NTE) Subject Assessment/Specialty Area Test 
Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT) Test 
J. To aid in fully understanding the application of theory to business, applicants must complete a 
minimum of200 clock hours of verified work experience, simulation, or practicwn in a five-year 
period prior to certification. 
K. Marshall Plan which culminates in a capstone experience (student teaching). 
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ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Training and Development Emphasis (NON-TEACHING) 
Summary of Hours Required 
General Requirements for the Human Services Program ........... 40 
Specialization for Training and Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Professional Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Total Hours ...... .................................................. 128 
A FINE ARTS (Select 3 hours from the following) ........................ 3 
Art (ART), Theatre (THE), Music (MUS) 
B. COMMUNICATION STUDIES ................................... 9 
Written Communication 
ENG 101; 102or201Hor302 6 
Oral Communication 
CMM 103 or 104H or 305 3 
C. HUMANITIES .................................................. 3 
Literature (ENG) Select 3 hours at or above 300 level 3 
D. MATHEMATICS ............................................... 3 
MTH 121 or higher 
E. COMPUTER SCIENCE (Select 3 hours from the following) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CSD IOI 3 
F. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ......................................... 2 
Select 2 hours from any ESSR (PE/PLS) activities courses 2 
G. NATURAL SCIENCE (Select 8 hours from the following) ............... 8 
ISC or CHM 365 4 
Science coursework offered in the College of Science 4 
H. SOCIAL SCIENCE (9 hours required). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Multicultural (Select 3 hours from the approved list) 3 
International Studies (Select 6 hours from the approved list) 6 
Total General Requirement Hours ........................................ 40 
Other Requirements 
I. See specific requirements for each program elsewhere in this catalog. 
J. 128 Minimum Semester Hours 
K. 45 Upper Division Hours 
L. Marshall Plan 
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ADULT AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Training and Develo11ment Emphasis (NON-TEACIIING) 
A. Specialization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
CMM319.............................................. 3 
CI 350 Instructional Technology and Computing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CR 415 Occupational and Career Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CR 416 Job Placement... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
ECN 200 Survey of Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
FIN 323 Principles of Business Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
HST 350 American Labor History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
ITL 465 Utilization ofinstructional Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
JMC 101 Survey of Journalism and Mass Communications . . . . . . . . . 3 
JMC 231 Introduction to Audio Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
JMC 432 Corporate and Instructional Video . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
LE 207 Legal Environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 201 General Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 418 Psychology of Personnel........................... 3 
PSY 420 Introduction to Industrial Organizational Psychology . . . . . 3 
MGT 320 Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
B. Professional Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
A TE 105 Introduction to Workplace Training 3 
ATE 201 Curriculum Design for Educational Training 3 
A TE 325 Communications for Business and Industry 3 
ATE 403 Introduction to Adult Leaming Theory 3 
ATE 405 Instructional Methods in Vocational Tech Training 3 
ATE 425 Computer Applications in Business and Industry 3 
ATE 449 Occupational Analysis & Instructional Design 3 
ATE 450 Adult Instructional Design and Evaluation 3 
ATE 470 Capstone/Practicum in Adult and Tech Education 4 
ATE 489 Grant Proposal Writing 3 
ATE 495 Historical Development in Workforce Preparation 3 
ATE Society Ethics and Technology 3 
A TE Computer Applications 3 
C. General Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
D. Program Outcomes 
Program Outcomes are related specifically to the overall program objectives specified in Part I. 
Students will be given the opportunity to continue to pursue teaching certifications in Business 
Education and Marketing Education. Marshall University is the only program in the state of West 
Virginia certifying teachers in the field of Marketing Education. Many students are recruited in 
surrounding states. 
The need for a specialized program to prepare students who seek employment as training and 
development specialists and technical leaders in business, industry or service organizations is 
evident according to statistical data of Occupational Employment, Training and Earnings. The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts an increase nationally of more than 67% in employment 
) 
opportunities in the fields of personnel, training and labor relations. This program will provide 
graduates who can help meet the need in this growing field. 
PART TI: PROGRAM NEED AND JUSTIFICATION 
A. Relationship to Institutional Goals/Objectives 
According to the undergraduate handbook, Marshall University has a commitment to schools and 
schooling, including teacher education and the setting of the agenda for education in southern West 
Virginia. The proposed program fits directly into this Area of Emphasis. Marshall University has a 
commitment to economic development. Workforce development is one way of achieving this 
pledge. 
The Mission of Marshall University states that: "Upon graduation a baccalaureate student should 
think logically, critically, and creatively and be able to recognize this ability in others." Proposed 
courses such as Communication for Business and Industry, Developing Training, as well as, 
additional courses will prepare students to meet these skills, which are vital in today's changing 
workforce. 
B. Existing Programs 
c. 
There are no programs in the state offering a combination of the three areas of emphasis we are 
proposing. This proi,>ram would be unique in the combination of opportunities that it would allow 
graduates to pursue. Our proposed program combines a broad base of liberal studies with 
specialized information and professional studies that make it unique. There are courses offered at 
other institutions within the state, but there are no comprehensive programs in Adult and Technical 
Education that lead to a teaching certification in Business Education and Marketing Education, as 
well as non-teaching components in Training Development. 
Marshall University is the only Marketing Education teacher education program in the state of West 
Virginia. There are currently six universities and colleges with Business Education teacher 
education programs in the state of West Virginia. Marshall University, West Virginia State College, 
Concord College, Glenville State, Fairmont College and Shepherd College are currently offering 
certification in the field of Business Education. Two Business education teacher education programs 
in the state have been recently terminated. 
There are programs at institutions throughout the country such as the University of North Texas, 
University of Nevada, Old Dominion University, and The Ohio State University, (Appendix C) 
which are similar in structure to the proposed ATE program. These programs combine Adult 
Education, Lifelong Learning, Vocational Education, and Training and Development at the 
undergraduate level. 
Program Planning and Development 
Planning in relation to the development of the Adult and Technical E<lm.:ation proi,>ram has been 
extensive. The need for such a program has been identified since 1995 as a result of surveying 
community college students, interviewing area human resource professionals and the dean of the 
College of Education and Human Services. 
As a result of this preliminary needs assessment, a letter of "Intent to Plan" was submitted to the 
University of West Virginia System, Board of Trustees. (Appendix D) As a result of the approval of 
this "Intent to Plan", faculty in the Adult and Technical Education Department conducted a needs 
assessment of all the students enrolled in the Marshall University Community College courses in the 
Fall 1999 semester, all West Virginia Vocational Administrators and 250 randomly selected Human 
Resources Personnel in West Virginia. (Appendix E) 
Dr. LeVene Olson, Dr. Howard Gordon, Dr. Laura Wyant, Ms Betty Sias, and Dr. Clara Reese have 
met many times during the past year to discuss the structure of this program. Dr. Larry Froehlich, 
Dean College of Education and Human Services, and Dr. Sarah Denman, Provost and Senior Vice 
President of Academic Affairs have been involved in the developmental process and have been very 
supportive of the proposal. 
In summary, this proposal to establish an Adult and Technical Education program at Marshall 
University has been the result of many hours of planning and significant effort on the part of the 
faculty. This planning effort has both documented the need and extreme interest in this degree. 
D. Clientele and Need 
It is estimated that 2.2 million more teachers will be needed within the next decade. Recently, a 
nearby school district was forced to hire 750 uncertified teachers due to its large teacher shortage. 
Lexington, KY is offering relocation assistance in an effort to get qualified teachers in their school 
system. 
One teaching area that is already low on the number of certified teachers is the vocational education 
field. With the emphasis of the Workforce Development Act on occupational skills training, it is 
anticipated that this shortage will only get larger. 
Currently training and development is comparable to higher education in complexity and nearly 
comparable in size. Companies spend more than $210 billion a year in training their workforce. It is 
estimated that in the 21st century 75% of all workers currently employed will need retraining due to 
the changing evolution of American jobs. Ninety-seven percent of the U.S. largest companies have a 
designated chiefhwnan resource development (training) executive. Smaller companies are quickly 
following suit. 
It is estimated that employees with varied skills and competencies will be valued more highly than 
those with a depth of expertise in a single area. The focus of training/learning activities will be 
performance improvement and not on skill building alone. All this is leaning towards the fact that it 
is training and not formal education that is providing most job skills. The federal government has 
recently recognized this and has earmarked funds for training with the Workforce Development Act. 
It authorizes training to include occupational skills training, on-the-job training, entrepreneurial 
training, skill upgrading, job readiness training, and adult education and literacy activities in 
conjunction with other training. 
According to research conducted by the Department of Adult and Technical Education, more than 
50% of the companies surveyed currently have one to two people conducting training with the other 
50% having three or more persons whose job it is to train their workforce. The majority (87%) of 
these companies hire outside of their organization when they provide training. Moreover, 73% of 
the surveyed companies feel that during the next five years they will be increasing the amount of the 
training provided. (Appendix E) 
Business and industry leaders have also expressed their interest in and support for this program. 
Included in this proposal are several letters of support. (Appendix F) Harry Smith, Executive 
Director of the Southwestern Community Action Council, Inc., explained that he is "quite pleased to 
support the Marshall University Adult and Technical Education Department in its effort to develop a 
new undergraduate program." Gerald McDonald, President of the Huntington Area Development 
Council, explained that "this new degree will help meet West Virginia's need for a workforce better 
trained in technology for the year 2000 and beyond." Essa R. Howard, Director of the Office of 
Economic Opportunity, also supports this program "because we understand the growing need in 
West Virginia for technical training and education in business and industry which demonstrates a 
demand for human resource development professionals." 
E. Employment Opportunities 
The growing need for a specialized program designed to prepare persons in the field of Adult and 
Technical Education is becoming increasingly more evident. The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts 
an increase nationally of more than 67% in employment opportunities in the fields of personnel, 
training, and labor relations. In addition, an increase of23% in teachers and instructors in vocational 
education and training is_predicted to occur. It is also predicted that West Virginia will experience 
an increase of 70% in training and labor relations job opportunities, and a 9% increase in teachers, 
instructors and vocational educators and training professionals. 
According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook, human resources, training and labor relations 
specialists and managers held approximately 597,000 jobs in 1998 and were employed in virtually 
every industry. In addition, approximately 14,000 additional specialists were self-employed, 
working as consultants to public and private employers. 
Given the abundant supply of qualified college graduates and experienced workers, the job market 
for human resources, and training and labor relations specialists is likely to remain competitive. The 
Occupational Outlook Handbook predicts employment in this field to grow about as fast as the 
average for all occupations through 2008. (Appendix B) New jobs will stem from increasing efforts 
throughout industry to recruit and retain quality employees. Employers are expected to devote 
greater resources to job-specific training programs in response to the increasing_ complexity of many 
jobs, the aging of the workforce, and technological_advances that often leave employees with 
obsolete skills. Current, as well as, future legislation and court rulings will ultimately increase the 
demand for human resources, training and labor relations experts as they continually set standards in 
various areas that include: occupational safety and health, equal employment opportunity, wages, 
health, pension, and family leave. 
Additional potential job growth in the field of human resources, training and labor relations may also 
arise from an increasing demand for specialists in international human resource development and 
human resources information systems. 
The employment demand for adult and vocational education teachers is also rapidly increasing. The 
Occupational Outlook Handbook cites that adult and vocational education teachers held about 
588,000 jobs in 1998. These teachers were employed by a variety of establishments including public 
school systems, community and junior colleges, universities, businesses that provide formal 
education and training for their employees, and job training centers. Employment of adult and 
vocational education teachers is also expected to grow about as fast as the average for all 
occupations through 2008 as the demand for adult education programs continues to rise. 
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, an estimated four out of I 0 adults 
participated in some form of adult education in 1997. This participation in continuing education is 
expected to continue to grow as the intellectual attainment of the population increases. An 
increasing number of adults are taking courses for career advancement or to upgrade their skills in 
order to keep on top of the changes in their fields, as well as advances in technology. Adults are 
also increasingly participating in classes for personal enrichment and enjoyment. Participation in 
continuing education also continues to grow, as employers are demanding higher levels of basic 
academic skills. 
Employment growth of adult vocational and technical education teachers will result from the need to 
train young adults for entry-level jobs. Experienced workers who want to change fields or whose 
jobs have been eliminated due to changing technology or business reorganization also require 
training. Businesses are finding it essential to provide training to their workers to remain productive 
and globally competitive. Cooperation between businesses and educational institutions continues to 
increase to insure that students are taught the skills employers desire. This, in turn, will result in 
greater demand for adult and vocational education teachers. Employment opportunities are growing 
increasingly abundant within the field of Adult and Continuing Education. There are many 
employment opportunities for Marshall graduates with a broad 
based B.A. degree in Adult and Technical Education. 
F. Program Impact 
With the implementation of the Workforce Development Act, there will be an increase in the need 
for qualified individuals to provide training and vocational education. Having the teaching track and 
non-teaching track of a bachelor level program in Adult and Technical Education classes in either of 
these tracks could serve to increase the options for students of the program. The goal of providing 
highly skilled, knowledgeable individuals to prepare and/or supervise the workforce of today and 
tomorrow can be realized. 
G. Cooperative Arrangements 
The program will require numerous interns and mentoring sites. The supervision of these interns can 
be covered by current staff, including the incoming Carter G. Woodson student. Responses from 
area business and industry professionals indicate a desire on their part to be a part of this program 
and assist students. 
H. Alternatives to Program Development 
There are no viable alternatives to the undergraduate Adult and Technical Education program. 
Students seeking this type of degree would have to relocate to another geographical area and for 
many that is simply not possible or desirable. 
PART ID: PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND PROJECTED RESOURCE 
REQUIREMENTS 
A. Program Administration 
The undergraduate Adult and Technical Education program will be housed within the Division of 
Human Development and Allied Technology. No changes will be necessary in the administrative 
organization of Marshall University. 
\ 
! 
B. Program Projections 
Planned enrollment, growth and development of the Adult and Technical Education program are 
projected in Form I, attached. These are estimates based on survey results obtained from the 
Marshall University Community and Technical College Survey of 1999. (Appendix E) 
C. Faculty Instructional Requirements 
The faculty responsible for programs in Adult Education, Business Education and Marketing 
Education has discussed a possible redesign of the programs in the past. These discussions have 
occurred due to changes in populations served by the programs and the need to conserve limited 
resources. The expertise represented by the faculty in the Adult and Technical Education 
department at Marshall University suggests that no new faculty resources will be needed. There has 
been increasing attention nationally to the needs of rural areas, as a result, additional statewide 
courses can be offered. The possible adjustment of teaching loads and teaching responsibilities for 
participating faculty will be explored. 
Lisa Moten, a Carter G. Woodson scholar, will be joining the Adult and Technical Education faculty 
and will provide assistance in the undergraduate proi:,>ram. 
D. Library Resources and Instructional Materials 
All the courses required in the program have been taught in the past, therefore, no new library 
resources will be needed at the current time. Current allocations are adequate. On-line services will 
enable students to gather information and conduct research necessary to successfully complete their 
area of study and gain the knowledge necessary to compete in today's workforce. 
E. Support Service Requirements 
No new requirements are anticipated, beyond those currently offered. 
F. Facility Requirements 
This new program will not require any new facilities or any renovations of current facilities. Current 
classroom space is large enough to accommodate anticipated student increase. Current equipment is 
adequate but continued support for future improvements will be need. 
G. Operating Resource Requirements 
Due to the current two undergraduate programs in the Adult and Technical Education Department, 
no additional faculty or staff is required. (Form 2) Lisa Moten a Carter G. Woodson scholar will be 
joining the Adult and Technical Education Department to provide assistance with the undergraduate 
program. The department currently receives additional funding from outside grant sources. 
H. Source of Operating Resources 
No additional faculty or operating resource, beyond current allocations, are being requested. 
PART IV: PROGRAM EVALUATION 
A. Evaluation Procedures 
All programs offered in the Adult and Technical Education Department will be evaluated on the 
same criteria and in the same five-year review cycle as all other Marshall programs, per standards 
and procedures established by the West Virginia Board of Trustees. 
We will also utilize a number of other assessment measures: annual student evaluations of courses 
and annual student evaluations of faculty. Program quality will also be evaluated in relationship to 
the number of graduates successfully completing the program. 
Teacher certification will be processed by the Certification Office of the West Virginia State 
Department of Education. 
Form 1 
First 
Year 
2001 
Number of Students 
Headcount 34 
FTE 34 
Number of student 
credit hours generated 
by courses within 
the program 
(entire academic year) 1224 
FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION OF 
PROGRAM SIZE 
Second Third 
Year Year 
2002 2003 
40 40 
40 40 
1440 1440 
Fourth Fifth 
Year Year 
2004 2005 
40 40 
40 40 
1440 1440 
Form2 
FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION OF 
TOTAL OPERATING RESOURCES REQUffiEMENTS* 
* No additional funding is needed beyond the current funding for the 
department. (A Carter G. Woodson scholar will be joining the A TE faculty and outside grant funding 
assists in operational costs. The department, as all departments on campus rely on increased funding as 
the cost of doing business increases.) 
I . FTE Positions 
Administrators 
Faculty 
Graduate Assistants 
Other Personnel: 
Clerical Workers 
Professionals 
First 
Year 
2001 
Second 
Year 
2002 
2. Operating Costs (Appropriated Funds Only) 
Personal Services: 
Administrators 
Faculty Members 
Graduate Assistants 
Non-Academic Personnel: 
Clerical Workers 
Professionals 
Total Salaries 
Third 
Year 
2003 
Fourth 
Year 
2004 
Fifth 
Year 
2005 
NOTE: The 52 pages required for Appendix A-Fare available for review in the Faculty Senate 
office. 
APPENDIX A 
Occupational Employment Outlook 
Teachers and Instructional, Vocational Education and Training 
(Shows an anticipated increase of23% between 1996- 2006 for Business and Marketing 
Education Vocational Teachers. West Virginia predicts needing 9% more Vocational 
Teachers in 2006)) 
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APPENDIXB 
Occupational Employment Outlook 
Personnel, Training, and Labor Managers 
(Shows a 7% increase need in 1996 and an anticipated increase of 67.3% by 2006) 
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Industry Report 
Below is the I occupation employed in the Personnel supp~l!<!:.!..!!~ 
employment. 
Note: Total, all occupations is presented for comparison purposes . 
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APPENDIXC 
Similar Programs 
1 University of North Texas 
2. University of Nevada 
3. Ohio State University 
4. Old Dominion University 
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'· 
Department of 
Technology and 
Cognition 
Main Office 
Manhcws Hall. 304 
P.O. Box 311337 
D<nton, TX 76203-1337 
(940) S6S-2093 
fa: (940) S6S-2 I 85 
Jon I. Youn1. Chair 
faculty 
Pr<>fessors Bullock, Ditzcnbcrgcr, McCallon, 
~orris, Poirot, Sarkees-Wircenski, Thomas, J. 
Vt'ircenski, Young. Associate Professors 
Brookshire, Hildreth, Holcomb, Holder, Knczek, 
S1yler, Schlieve, Schumacker. Assistant Professors 
Alkn, Callahan, Ennis-Cole, Rademacher, Tylcr-
v.·ood. Walker. Lecturer Mortensen. 
Programs of Study 
The Department of Technology and Cognition 
off!!r:. undergraduate and graduate programs in the 
following areas: 
• BJ.chelor of Applied Arts and Sciences with a 
major in occupational training and development; 
• \tJ.'ltt:r of Science with a major in computer 
(Juca1ion and cognitive systems, and 
• ~llni.:entrations under the major in systems and 
m('Jta: 
• \1.i,ter of Education, and 
• Doi.:tor of Philosophy. both with a major in special 
cJui.::.11io'n· 
• Dui.:tor of
0
Philosophy with a major in educa.tional 
re,e:.irch·. 
• \l.t,1cr or Science, 
• \l..i,1cr or Education, 
• rh'\.1t1r of Philosophy. 3.nd 
• Oti.,,.1ur of Education, all with a m3.jor in applied 
lc~hn .. 1u,y. training and development. 
Technology and Cagnitic 
training and development. There are 5 applii 
technology certification programs. Bachelor 
Applied Arts and Sciences offcn options in 
technology, trade and industrial tcchnolo1y. 
office technology. The undergraduate pro1n 
prepare students for careers in education bu 
industry and government. ' 
Bachelor of Applied Ar1s and Sci 
Maior in Occupa6onal Training and Dw.io 
Students may select a non-teaching or tea 
program in occupational training and deveto 
Non·T-hing Program 
This degree program is designed for stud• 
who desire to complete a baccalaureate degr 
completing an occupational specialization pr 
in a junior/community college or four.year h 
tion. It provides an interdisciplinary undcrgr 
degree for students who were enrolled in or · 
have graduated from an applied technology 
program. 
Degree Requirement> for the BAAS wilh a I 
in Occupattonal Troining and Development 
(Non-Teaching) 
Candidates for the BAAS must meet the 
following requirements. 
1. Hours for the Degree: Completion of a 
minimum of 127 total semester hours: 42 hol 
must be advanced. 
2. General University Requirements: See 
"General Degree Requirements" in the Acad 
section of this catalog. 
3. University Core Curriculum: 47~49 hoL. 
Sc:e "University Core Curriculum Requirl 
in the Academics section of this catalog for 
additional information. 
• EngHsh: l2 hours, ENGL 1310: ENGL 132 
ENGL 2700: ESGL 2210; ENGL 2220 
• History: 6 hours, HIST 26 lO, HIST 2620 
• Polit;cal Sc;enc<: 6 hours. PSCI 1040. PSC 
•Economics: 3 hours. ECON 1110 
• Physicll 3.nJ Life Sciences: 6·8 hours. any 
laborJtory science courses 
1 
1 
Th~ unJcrgradu3.tc proar:am of study le3.ds to a 
"'-1\clur or Applied Arts and Sciences de&ree with 
'lft..i.1°r 1n occup:icional trainina and development 
tr- The: pro1ram or applied rechnoloay. tninin& and 
\el11 p1ncnt offers a curriculum of ceacher 
"'"'"""lion anJ administration in occupacion:al 
• ~t.ithc:m:uics: 3 hours. ~lATH 1100 or hi&h 
•Computer Science: l houri. A TTD .&300 
• Oral Communic:uion: 3 hours. A Tl'D 4000 
• V..' ellnc\s: 2 hours. PHED 1000 (2 hour cou 
OASC 1100. ()hour counc). SMHM 14SC 
hour course). or PSYC 2ji80. (l hour COW''k 
32 
·. 
27 4 Technology ond Cognition 
Students arc encouraged to take PHED 1000. 
Two hours maximum of wellness will count 
toward the degree. 
• Visual and Performing Arts: 3 hours chosen from 
University Core Cuniculum approved lisL See 
"University Core Cuniculum Requirements" in 
the Academics section of this catalog. 
All non-teaching BAAS students must complete 
36 semester houn of course work in their occupa-
tional spccialiution. They may be completed in an 
applied technology program at the community . 
college or in occupational tnining and development 
counes at the university level. 
•Understanding of Ideas and Values: 6 hours 
chosen from University Core Cuniculum approved 
list. Sec "University Core Cuniculum Require-
ments" in the Academics section of this catalog. 
Students should contact a faculty adviser in the 
department to determine the 36 semester hours of 
course work needed to complete the occupational 
specialiiation section of the degree plan. Students 
selecting the trade and industrial technology option 
also must complete 3 hours in college math and ~ 
4. MllJor Requirements: 
• Occupational Spcciali•ation - 36 houn 
• Career Development - 42 houn (Includes A TTD 
4000 and A TTD 4300 from Core Cuniculum) 
5. Minor: A minor is not required for this degree. 
6. Other Course Requirements: Students must 
complete a minimum of 42 hours of advanced work 
(3000- or 4000-levcl courses) selected to enhance 
their professional development. 
7. Other Requirements: 
•A minimum overall GPA of 2.SO is required for 
graduation. 
Summary of Degree Requirements: 
Occupational Training and Development: 
Core: 
English 
History 
Political Science 
Laboratory Science 
Economics 
Mathematics 
Computer (fulfilled in major) 
Oral Communication (fulfilled in major) 
Wellness 
Visual and Performing Ans 
Understanding of Ideas and Values 
Note: 
42 hours must be advanced. 
78 
47-49 
12 
6 
6 
6-8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
6 
2-4 of the last 30 hours must be completed at 
UNT. 
Studtnts art tncouragtd to Jtt thtir advi1tr 
tacit stmtsttr for htlp ~·ith program dtcisions and 
tnrollmtnt. 
Suppten-"'1 lnlormation lot the IMS with a 
Major in Oc.cveatic>i..1T"'iningand0..1lopment 
tNon·T-'iinQI 
Oceupatloaal Spttlallulloa. 3' Houn 
Non-texhina majon mus& select one of three 
spcci:ilizi1ions in occupational trainin1 and 
development: 1enenl tccbnoloJY. lradc IUld 
indumial tecbnolo&Y or omce tecbnolou. 
33 
3 hours in computer science. ! 
' 
CorMt Development Courses, 42 Hours 
Non-teaching BAAS students in occupational ; 
training and development must complete 42 
semester hours of 3000- and 4000-level coune wort • 
in the career development sections of the degree 
plan. All students must complete the following 24 
hours of course work under the professional 
development section of the degree plan. 
• ATTD 3010. Personal Development 
• ATTD 4000, Developing Effective Presentation 
Skills 
•A TTD 4070, Principles of Leadership. Empower· 
ment and Team Building 
• A TID 4300. Computer Applications in Education.. 
and Training t 
•A TTD 4350, Advanced Computer Applications io 
Education and Training 
•A TTD 4360, Desktop Publishing in Education ml 
Training 
•A TIO 4470. Human Relations in Business. 
Education and Industry 
•A TTD -1510. Communications in Business. 
Education and Industry 
General technology. trade and industri;il 
technology and office technology option students 
must complete 18 semester hours of addition.ii 
course work in the career development section ol 
the degree plan. These courses must ~ selected ia 
consuh;ition with an adviser in the progr:im. 
• 
i 
r-hing Progrom 1i 
Students planning teaching cuecr~ in busioal 1 
cduc:ition may complete the progr:im o( stud~ (ot 
the Bachelor o( Applied Ans and Sciences widl 
emph.isis in office skills. 
The te:ichina option provides the curriculu8 
requiremencs needed to obtain a Business C , 
ice Te.ichins Ccniticate. A minimum or tl2 .. 
semester houn is required ror completion ol • 
desrce prosram. A minimum CPA or 2.1'.. · 
counc work is required (or all teichcr cduC-
prosrl.ms. · 
ng BAAS students must complete 
• of coune work In their occ~pa­
on. They may be complet~d an an 
:y program at the community 
1p1tlonal ualnlng and development 
vcrsity \eve\. 
Id contact a faculty adviser in the 
ermine the 36 semester hours of 
led to complete the occupational 
:tion of the degree plan. Studen~s 
e and industrial technology oplton 
,10 3 hours in college math and 
iter science. 
nent Courses, '2 Hours 
: BAAS students in occupational 
:lopmcnt must complete 42 
f 3000· and 4000-levcl course work · . 
elopment sections of the degree .j 
, must complete the following 24 ~ 
Nork under the professional '~: 
tion of the degree plan. 
trsonal Development 
1cvcloping Effective Presentation 
i,.iples of Leadership. Empower· 
bHding . 
·amputcr Applications in Education 
,dvanced Computer Applications in 
Training . 
>csktop Publishing in Education and 
luman Relations in Busintss. 
Industry 
~ommunications in Businc:ss. 
industry 
nology. trade and industrial 
office technology option students 
1 l! semester hours of additional 
the c:~ecr development section a~ 
Thcle cour'iet must be selected 14 • .. 
th 3n 3dviscr in the progrlm. 
•• 
am • 
nnin& leachin& cueers in business { 
.;omplcte the proar:am or SIUd~ (or ~ 
Applicd Arts anJ Science'> with UI ~. 
ice 1kilts. • J! 
i option provides the curriculum ,C 
:eded to obtain I Business c001pot-
·nincacc. A minimum o( ll? 
.is required for completion or ..... 
1. A minimum GPA or 2.7S on.al 
rC"4,UireJ (Ut all tc¥ht:r cJucaU09 
The Business Composite teachina option, 
outlined below, meets all the standards for Texas 
teacher cenilication. 
o.g... R~ts for the IMS wltlt a Major In 
Occupational Training and o....lopment llusiness 
Composh - Teachinli) 
Candidates for the BAAS must meet the 
following requirements. 
t. Hours (or the l>earee: Completion of minimum 
of 131-134 total semester hours; 42 hours must be 
advanced. 
Te<:hnology and Cognilion :; 
Personal Development, 3 hours: AITO 3010 
Computer Applications in 'Education and 
Training, 3 hours: ATTO 4300• 
Office Information Processes, 3 hours: A TIO 
4340• 
Advanced Computer Applications in Education 
and Training. 3 hours: A TIO 4350• 
Desktop Publishing in Education and Training. 
3 hours: A TIO 4360 
Human Relations. 3 hours: A TIO 4470 
Office Communications, 3 hours: ATTD 4SIO 
Studies in Education, 12 hours: ATTD 4800 .. 2. General University Requirements: Sec 
"General Degree Requirements" in the Academics 
section of this catalog. 
J. University Core Curriculum: SO-SJ hours 
• Ptofessional Development Courses: 21 hours 
Professional Education Courses, 9 hours; EDSE 
3800,3830,4060 
Sec "University Core Curriculum Requirements" 
in the Academics section of this catalog for 
:additional information. 
•English: 12 hours, ENGL 13 IO; ENGL 1320 or 
ENGL 2700; ENGL 2210; ENGL 2220 
•History: 6 hours. HIST 2610. HIST 2620 
•Political Science: 6 hours, PSCI 1040, PSCI 1050 
•Economics: 3 hours, ECON 1110 
•Physical and Life Sciences: 6w8 hours, any two 
laboratory science courses 
• ~lathematics: 3 hours, MA TH 1100 or higher 
•Computer Science: 3 hours, A TIO 4300 (require· 
ment in the major) 
• Oral Communication: 3 hours. A TI'D 4000 or 
COMM 1010 
• Wdlncss: 2° hours, PHED 1000 (2 hour course), 
DASC 1100. (3 hour course), SMHM 1450 
1) hour course), or PSYC 2580, (3 hour course). 
S1udcn1S ore encouroged to uke PHED 1000. 
T""o hours maximum of wellness will count 
h1\ol.Jrd the degree. 
'Vi,ual 3nd Performing Ans: 3 hours chosen rrom 
Lni .. ersity Core Curriculum approved list. See 
..L'niversity Core Curriculum Requirements .. in the 
A..:aJc:mics section of this catalog. 
• LnJ<:rs101nding of (de.as and Values: 6 hours 
cho,e11 from Universicy Core Curriculum approved 
h'1. Siee ·'University Core Cuniculum Requite-
"'1:::n1lo" in thie Academics scc1ion or this cataloa. 
4. Major Rtqulnmenb: 
'Tcl..:hina Field Counes: SI hours 
A<eoun1in1. 9 hours: ACCT 2020. 1030. )100 
Fin.nee. l hours: FINA 2770 
8.-in"s Law, 3 hOllH: BLAW l4>0 
M.naacm<nt Principles. 3 hours: MCMT lllO 
Business Education Curriculum and Principles, 
3 hours: EDSE 4840 
Teaching of Business Education, 3 hours: BUEt 
4513 or EDSE 4070 
Student Teaching. 6 hours: EOSE 4108. 4118 
•If a Sludent wants to attain the 1PT endorse-
ment, which currently permits the teaching of 
Computer Literacy at the middle school level, CEC: 
1100, 3440, and 4100 can be substituted for ATrO 
4300 (Computer Applications in Education and 
Training), A TIO 4340 (Office Information 
Processes), and A TIO 4350 (Advanced Computer 
Applications in Education and Training). Tbis 
decision should be made. however, befort the 
student's degree plan is prepared. 
••The 12 hours of A TIO 4800 should be cbo«n 
in consultation with an adviser. 
5. r.nnor: A minor is not required for this del~· 
6. Eltctl ves: 3 hours A TIO. 
7. Other Course Requirements: ECON 1100. 
8. Other Requirements: 
a. A minimum gr:ide or C in ei.ch ~ ccu..c 
is required. A minimum GPA o( 2.7$ U1 aSl 
education courses is required. 
b. If &n insuucaor in any cl.US judges•~ ID. 
be deficient in pcnon.tl qualitid at CO'"* wa 
skills. the student .,ill be n:r..ycd to dll .:._ 11 
Admission, Review and Oiurus&lll C 111 
the ARD Committee acrecs ~•-;:::.ti ... 
delicien~ the student will ,.,... .. I .. ---
coune. The I .. in be ..,_...s-::: , rt 
decides the uudent is no looCd ..._ ,._ • 
c. Students arc cnc;ounpl ID flt •-.;\.'WT. 
the urtiest possible dale~•:::.~• ... 
The dcpc pl>11 must be lllod .. 
semester or the juniot yd· 
~ 
l 
I: . 
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276 Tecllnolcgy and Cognilion 
Summary fJI D9gne Requiremenb: 
Teaching Field: 
Professional Education: 
Other Requirements: 
Electives: 
Core: 
English 
History 
Political Science 
laboratory Science 
Economics 
Mathematics 
Computer 
(fulfilled in major) 
Oral Communication 
Wellness 
Visual and Perfonning Ans 
Understanding ofldeas and Values 
Note: 
42 hours must be advanced. 
24 of the last 30 hours must be completed at 
UNT. 
51 
21 
3 
3 
12 
6 
6 
6·8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2·3 
3 
6 
Students are tncouragtd to stt their adviser 
each stmtsttr for help with program decisions and 
enrollment. 
Degree Requiremenb for lhe BAAS wilh a Ma ·1or in 
Occupa~onal Training and Development \App ied 
Technology-Teaching) 
Candidates for the BAAS must meet the 
following requirements. 
1. Hours for the Degree: Completion of a 
minimum of 127 total semester hours; 42 hours 
must be advanced. 
2. General University Requirements: Sec 
'"General Degree Requirements .. in the Academics 
section of this catalog. 
3. Univcr5ity Core Curriculum~ 47-49 hours. 
Sec: "Degree Requirements for the BAAS wich a 
~fajor in Occupational Training and Development 
(Non-Teochins>." 
4. ~lajor Requirements: 
• Occup•uional Speciatiz:o:uion - 36 hours 
•Career Ocvelupmenc - 42 hours (Includes A TIO 
4000 and A TTD 4300 from Core Curriculum) 
5. ~liaor: A minor is not required (or this dearee. 
BAAS students in occupational training and 
development ~ay complete cou~ work require· 
ments for apphed technology certification in 
market~ng educa!ion, office education and trade lad 
Industrial educauon. To fulfill the cenification 
requirements. students must complete the Tcxa~ 
go\lernmcnt course. the required number of courses 
for the cenificate, the number of hours of work 
experience required for the certificate. the TEO, T 
and teach at least two years on an emergency ' 
conificatc in an approved applied technology 
education program at the secondary level. 
The course work requirements for each of 1he 
applied technology certification programs are lis 
in ~his ~ection. Students ~ho plan to obtain certifl- l 
cauon 1n any of the apphed technology cenificati°'' 
programs should contact a faculty adviser in the ( 
department before taking any course work 10 cnsU11 
that they have the needed qualifications to completi 
the certification program. '\ ,. 
Marlc~ng Education 
Students who plan to fulfill the requirements ror 
marketing education certification must work. with a' 
faculty adviser in completing the required statetDCll 
or qualifica1ions form to be filed wi1h the: Student 
Advising Office in the College of Education. The 
course work requirem~nts include thl! following. 
•A TTD 4000, Developing Effective Presemaiiaa 
Skills 
• ATID 4435. History and Principles of Applied '' 
Technology 
•A TIO 4520, ~lanagement of Cooperative 
Programs 
•A TIO 4630, Organization and Adm'1nistratioa rl. 
Applied Technology Programs 
•A TIO 4730, Occupation:il Analysis and Count 
Development 
• MKTG 3650. Principles of Marketing 
• MKTG 4600. Retailing 
Office Education . 
S1udents who plan to fulfill the requircmcllll ~a 
office educa1ion certification must wo~k wi~ 
faculty aJvi\Ct in completing 1he requ1rcJ i. ~1 
of quJlificalion~ form to b< fil<J with the s~ 
AJvising Office in the Coll<ge of EJuc:atioo.._1'11 
cour'ie work requirements include 1he followilf-
6. Other Course Requirements: Students must 
complete a minimum of 42 hours o( advanced work 
(JOOQ. or ~-le•el courses) selected to enhance 
thc:ir professional de'f'clopment. 
• A TTO -1630. Org:iniz:::uion :and Adminis ' 
Applied Technology Proarams 
• A TTO 4000, Otvclopin& Effcclivc Prest 
Sk1lh 
•A TTO 43-lO. Office 1nform.ition Procc~llf 
7. Other Require-ab: 
•A minimum o•er:tll GPA or 2 . .50 is required tor 
arWu:uio". 
35 
• A TTD 43$0 AJvonced Computer Appli< 
EJuc:uion :and Tninina 

l!ir,ose and Focus 
The Department or Educational Leadership houses an 
undergraduate program In Workforce EducaUon lhat P.rovldes 
studenti with the knowledge, skill. and understandings lhat are 
necessary rro leadership roles In developing and delivering 
Instructional programs within secondary and postsecondary/ 
adult educational environments. Proresslonal preparation 
rocuses on Instructional and curricular decision-making 
processes required or'contemporary classroom teachers. bu ta I so 
provides preparation ror Individuals desiring to develop and 
deliver educational training proilrams within corporate. business. 
and Industry settings. In addition, the department also otters a 
limited nu111ber or undergraduate courses In educational 
administration as well as the Nevada School Law class for pre-
service teachers. 
~redltatlon 
Northwest Association or Schools and Colleges 
Nevada State Department or Education . 
National Council for 'Accreditation or Teacher Education 
~aergraduate ~Ia}~rs ' 
Workforce Education • BachelOr or Arts In Education 
Worl<force Education ·Bachelor or Science In Education 
:-.. ...... 
Areas of Concentration 
µecondary Workforce Education 
Designed to prepare teachers for high school and middle s~hool 
workforce education (occupational) programs and teacher 
licensure within the State ofNevada. (See list or teaching nelds). 
1-Postsecondary Workforce Education · 
'f Designed to prepare students as community college instructors. 
' career school instructors. corporate. business and industry 
trainers. and other adult related instructional programs. 
~JI nor 
\1·orkforce Education (24 credits) 
Students enrolled in a baccalaureate program In workforce 
etlucation or secondary education (Curriculum and Instruction) 
ma~ pursue a teaching minor In li·orkforce education. Generally, 
a minor requires a minimum of 24 credits In a recognized teaching 
field. Please see a faculty advisor for details and requirements .. 
tertincallon and Uct!nsurt! Program 
All students enrolled in the \\Orkforce education program must 
decldre anti meet the requirements of an appro\·ed teach in& neld. 
Beto,. arc listed a representati\·e samplina or the teach In& nelds 
\\hich ha1e been ldentined by the \\'Orkrorce educallon faculty 
and th~ State Department or Education. Please consult \\'Ith your 
ad1 i:;or rora complete lisllna. 
94 • t:ult1·11t· ur f:tlucallun 
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L!ir:-.i.· .. ·;. ·:: .J;.; J•:·.: ... ,;r l!Jf J t:omplt~lt! 11st1n~ 
Accuunting 
Advertising 
Agricultural Education 
Airframe. Power plant and Aircraft 
Architectural Technology 
Automotlve!i'echnology · 
Business Education . 
Child Care 
Commercial Ari 
Commercial Photography 
Commercial Housekeeping 
Communication and Media 
Computer Electronics 
Computer Science 
Construction Tecftnology 
Cosmetology 
Custodial Services 
Drafting and Design 
Electrical Technology 
Electronic Technology 
Engineering Technology 
Food Services · 
Forestry 
Graphic Arts 
Health Occupations 
Heating and Refrigeration 
Home Economics 
Hospitality and Recreation 
Hotel/Motel Management 
Housing and Home Furn\~hing 
Human Services 
Industrial Arts/Introduction to Technology 
Manufacturing Technology 
Marketingfl.lerchandisingJRetail Sales 
Police and Fire Services 
Radio and Television Communication 
Stage and Theater Technology 
Welding Technology 
Other (complete listing available from racult} • 
Generally, a minimum or 36 credit hours Is required ir 
field. Specific course ,.·ork requirements for each h' 
. is available from the Workforce Education faculty or 
Department of E:ducalion/l'eacher Licensure Office. 
Students majOring in ,.·orkforce educauon (except lnrl 
Introduction to Technology. Home Economics) arc 
pro\ide e~idence or three to nve years ,.·ork exp .. 
business/Industry related to their teachin& neld. SI 
be granted up to 30 hours for past y;ork e~perlen1 
subject area course \\Ork. Wortrorce education stu•I· 
not ha\C sufficient \\'Ork e~perlence must enroll in I 
-·-
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Educ1Uo Ill """1M: Hum1nllleo, Science, Technologlcal, and Va U11... 131 
129 Adv- T-llhl9 tnl9molllp U Q 11 
R~ and imM1M tHct*lQ in M ~ letd b lid tchod 
settmg; tucNnQ l¥ft .,. PflCtiCed under IUP•Mlktn of I '*'"' 
prolellloMI, ~ oondnul& ~ COl .... Klltl. ...,..,._ 
Au, WI, Si> Qin. Z·ht cl, 15 hn tlold _ ..... "-Porn llolon ol 
1n11tuetor Ind lltlSflclor/ cornplollon o1 121 or Ed-Pll. 1121. 
t30 luporriolonot-V.-..a- QI Oollgnodlopro.tdollUdonl _____ lnd 
tuprlN\tof$-"h...,.,.. COliflllndM lot peomodlig Ind ...... IQ 
loal, 111110, Ind nallonll -.. 
Au Qtr. 3 cl. Nol opon lo 11UC1on11 with c'9dll k>t Ed-PIL 11:11. 
831 lnolrucUOMI SV.'"91eo for Voclllonal WOfll l!llpo<tenco 
Programo U Q I . 
PrOj)lrlllon Ind dollvory ol llll<>no, ~~Ind -..-Upol-
on·lh•job. 
Au Otr. 1 21/a-hid. Prereq: Edu mtP"· Not open to ttudtntl wfthctd for 
Ed·P&L 831. 
2 lo""- Aj>plic<lllono fot luolMOOllndually T-- ond 
Tralfttnl UQI 
Suslneullnctultry-ortenttd foundadon to mkrocomputer .ppnc.IOnl 
~equonUy used by trolnOro Ind-....,,..._ 
Wl.SuQtro.13-hrcl, Z·hrlab. P-: l220<Ed-P&Ll22111dCp1rnn1100. 
940 CoordlnaUon of Coopenitm Vocailonal· Technical 
EducaUon Programa U Q 3 
Designed to dlvek>p the ~a. attitud81, and competenclel tO 
operate 1tfec:tlv1ty a coe>p41rattv1 vocaHonaJ.technical *9uc&tion ~­
Sp Otr. 1 21/2·hrd. Prereq: Ed-T&P 4$1 ot equiv. NolOl*'I to studentawlth 
cr&dit tor Ed-P&L $48. 
855 Shop and Laboratory Org1nlutlon and 
Man1gemenl U Q 3 
Designed to help vocational and 1echnical teachers to plan, otga.M:e. and 
manage vocational shops and technlcaJ la.boratoriff used In variou• 
educational settings. 
Au, Sp Otts. 1 2112'-hr d. Not open to students with credit for Ed-P&L &Se • 
'L 682 O.termlnlng lnetructtonal Content of TKhnlcaf..Sklll 1 Training Program• U G 3 
Systematic investigation of diita collection and anatysi• proc:eduru used 
to determine th• cont1nt or techniul skill jobs. 
Au, Sp Olrs. 1 2'12·hr cl. 
-r: 663 Organizing TKhnlcal·SkUI Training Program• U Q 3-5 
! lnvesli9ation ol proc1ues u•ed to prepa,.. obtectfvff, evaluate itemt and 
budge1s, and select and sequence appropriate strategle•. 
A!temale WI and Su Otrs. 21/a--hr dlte'usslon with oplk>nal 4 hrs of ctlnlcal 
iet1v1ties per week. Prereq: 862 and !0.P&L eoo. 
~ 864 O.velopment or Technl~Sklll Training llatw\el• U Q 3 
Development and prepararlon of in•tructional IT\llteriall that ~re an 
understanding of an indualry, ability to uH text·pub6bhing IOftw.,., and 
use of cntical writing skille. • 
Au. Sp Otrs. Prereq: N2 and 563. and EO-P&L too. 
145 Making !ffKtlve TKhnlcal·SkJll PteMntltlonl U Q 4 
Oeliv1ry 11ta1901e1 uMd to pttMl't \tliehnlcal and ltdl lrttorma!ion to 
g101.ips of !tamers. 
Au Ctr Prereq: 682. Ml. and SM. 
166 O.veloptnent of Cou'M of Stucf'r or Curriculum 
Guld9 UQJ 
lnves1l9Ation ol ~ Mllmfrt'itt nec:.HMtY la ~ a COUfM ol 
•...ai,at~gutde. 
~. Wi Otrs. 1 Z'l>ht d. Pr"*': 112. 143. Ind 16'; or S7S; or eel. 
"' laMntlal1 of v~ Cunic\d\W'ft end 
kt•llvetloft u Q 3 
11~ ol 11.,aawe on~ Ind~ uMd to,,.,.,. ...... 
""P'O)-.... ~~ ........ .,.... prepMe .. c:Nf'l99ll 11'1 
--
So Ott Z11>hf ct. ,,eteQ: NZ. M.1. lftd ..... 
"' YoutSOf\111 TwNir Cert' 1a1r C.... 
'•91eq En PIOt 144 *'I wocatlONI liMCNt .. a tne-,W .... , ...... , 
'4tliloeete 
lle.01 CMnle 1 Q I 
O....~o1N11ie~A,..'frol1c..,..llull-....•t11m 
• Oifl4,.yMt -..ocauonal certlftcMe l»r "" .,,, 1 ... ......... 
S.., Ott S ""' d lot 4 ....-.. Thlli OOWM '8 ........ ft\I. 
39 
Ml.oz c11n1c z o a 
SupoMMd cllnical "°'" whilo IHdling In 1 vc ti 111 ,......._ 
Au av. 3 hn dlnicol. Proreq: Ml.01. 
Ml.03 Cllnlc I Q 2 
eon1111u111on o1 eee.oa. 
. WI av. 3 hn cllnlcll. P-: Ml.02. 
-04 Cllnto 4 Q 2 
Conllnultlon ol 8'11.03 . 
Spav. 3"'" cllnlca!. Proreq: eea.03. 
HI.OS Cllnlc S Q 4 
Rt-1 ol cun1cutum "°'"°""*" - and lho drotloplo,... o1 
1t1do"'1ip Ind human rollllon• skllll ,.quirad by ~ ..... .,.., 
ctrtit\ed VOCllUona\ tNChen. 
su Qtr. 5 ll·hr cl'"' two""°· Proroq: eea.04. 
HI.OS Clinlc I Q 1 • 
Oovolopmonlllld rellMmonlolbulcCU-dollo;inllnddo<tloplo• • 
lkilla requlM of 1 HCOnd--Yffl vocational IMcher. 
Au Otr. 1--ht cllnk:al. Pf9t'IQ: 888.05. 
Ml.07 Clinic 7 Q I 
ConUnuallon of SM.00 
WI Otr. 1•ht cHnlcal. p,..req: 80a.OO. 
eea.oa Clinic 1 Q 1 
Coritlnuatlon of eea.07. 
Sp Otr. 1-hr ctlnlcal. Prereq: see.01. 
Ha.09 Cllnlcal Protect Q 3 
Oeslgn and devek>pment of 1 ctlnlcal proled th&\~ a"vrocdoNl 
leacher's cognitive or perform.nee d nec::tNatY to um a one-pu 
vocatlonal certif\C&te. 
Su, Au, Wi, Sp Otrs. Clinleat fteld expert~. 9()..190 lvs. Pr.req: 
668.05. 
892 Work1hop1 U G 1-1 
lnlensive study or a problem common to the partlcipat'tta for !he pufPON 
ol developing sound pr1ntiples and practices relating to It. 
Su, Au, WI. Sp Otrs. Arr. Pr1req: Teaching exPertence and written 
permission or woMl;shop director. R999atabl• wtth not "'°"' than 4 
workshops to a maximum ol 12 ct hrs, lnctuclng et hrs In Ec:f.PIL 802.48, 
692.,49, and 892.51. 
192.22 TraCS. and lnduttrtal Education 
892.23 Bualneta l!ducatton 
892.29 Marketing l!ducatlon 
192.lO Vocauonaf·TtehnlcaJ l!duc.Uon 
893 lndlvlduat Studlea U G 1""4 
Su, Au, WI. Sp Otrs. Prereq: Educ 451 or Ec;.T&P 480, ~ written 
permission of inalrUC'lor. A total of not more 11\an 30 er M In indtvtdual 
srudy (any 893) will apptytowatdgraduationfot~~ 15 Ct 
hrs lor the mut1r's ~rff and JO er hrl for the doctor.- dtgrM. TheM 
courHS are graded $/1J. 
193.22 Trac:M and lndu•lrlal l!d'6C&Uon 
893.23 Buelneu !ducatlon 
813.29 Marttetlnt l!ducltlon 
193.30 VoutlONl-TechnSeal !clUcl:tloft 
eM Group Studlee U Q t.S 
Grovp ttudl•t on tpeCtlll probleiml in educadoft, 
Pr1req: wrmen perrniation ol ll'lllNCtOt. AeptatlDkt to•~ of 2C 
er hrs. ll"lc:Wng ct hrt in Ed-P&L 04.48. 894.49. llll'w:l ta4.S1. 
114.22 Tr.OS end lndt.tlttfal R-..CetSon 
114.23 ."' .. ""' lct..ca1ion 
IN.29 11......,"t l--
IM.30 Voc.atlOftM.Tect\ntca& I~ 
.I. 757 A1pecteofTrwnlngandOcutl I rtlllY'M' ' al , 
"[ •-as o...~ ol Nortdcal lrwtlc otkli Md'"'*"",....._ ! =ant __ .. ____ ,.. -- . 
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Research·Prooiem Traci< (36 l'loursJ HPER 634, 635. 636. 650. 660, 
667. 670: plus 15 hours of electives. 
Nonre5"arr:h Track (36 hours): HPER 634. 635. 650. 660, 667, 670. 
685; plus 1 S hours al electives. 
SuSineu Cor&-Management or Marlcst1ng: Course~ in the business 
core are to be determined by the graduate program director In accor· 
dance wtth the student's background and goals. 
Technology Education Emphasis 
This t 25·hour program i& designed to prepare Students to teac• 
notogy educatiOn subjects in secondary and middle IChooll. 11 
ll'PfOved program for meeting certification requlqflllnls to 11act 
no1ogy education in Virginia. Required courses lndude: CSSE 43 
297, 412; OTED 305, 306. 407, 485; OTS 111, 221, 222, 23t, 24' 
243.250,321,322,323,351,360,370U,417. 
Ph.D. In Biomedical Sciences with a Focus on Exercise 
Science 
I FHhlon Emph11t1 
This 120-hour program IS designed to prepare llludtnts to tn 
fashion industry to become buyers, fashion coordinators, and Ill( 
dlse managers. Required coursa1 Include: ACCT 201; ECON 
MGMT 325; MKTG 31t, 402, 405, (12; OTED 404; OTS 100, 10 
208, 220, 303, 307, 402, 405, 415.,422. 481. 
The Ph.D. program in biOmedical sciences focuses on advanced 
re5"arch and study in the areas ol human physiology, biochemistry, 
immunology. or cardiovascular science with an emphasis In applied 
P.hYsiotogy and exercise science. This program is administered jointty 
With the Department al Biological Sciences. Contact Keith Carson In Iha 
Department of Biological Sciences for applications. 
f-occUPATIONAL AND TECHNICAL STUDIES 
'} lnduatrlal Technology Emphuto 
This 120·hour program IS designed to prepare students 10 ente• 
try as supervisors and industrial trainers. Required courses i 
ACCT 201; COUN 343; ENGL 334; MGMT 325; MKTG 311; o· 
202,221,231,241,242,243,321,323,351,370U,402.471/47S 
404; PSYC 303U. 
John M. Ritz, Chair 
The Department ot Occupational and Technical Studies offers five 
majors under the degree of Bachelor of Science in occupational and 
technical sludies. The five bachelor's-level majors onered by the depart-
ment are marketing education, technology education, training specialist, 
fashion, and industrial technology. At the graduate level, the department 
offers the degree of Master of Science in Education with majors in busl· 
ness and distributive education and secondary education (training tech· 
nology, technology education, special needs vocational and general 
vocational education}, and a major within the Certificate of Advanced 
Study in educational administration. The department also offers mi~ors 
in merchandising, training and development. and technology education. 
Bachelor of Science-Occupational and 
Technical Studies Major 
Admission, Continuance, and Exit Requirements 
Admission. For admission to the bachelor's degree teacher certifi· 
cation programs in marketing education and technology education, stu· 
dents must (1) complete at least one semester at Old Dominion 
University, (2) achieve a minimum grade point average of 2.50 on under· 
graduale course work completed at the time of application to the major, 
(3) present written recommendations from one faculty member from the 
Occupational and Technical Studies Department and one faculty mem-
ber from another department, and (4) have an interview with the program 
leader. 
For admission to the other bachelor's degree programs, students must 
(1) complete one semester at Old Dominion University, (2) achieve a 
minimum grade point average of 2.00 on undergraduate course work 
completed at lhe lime of applicalion 10 lhe major, and {3) have an inter· 
view with the program leader. 
Continuance. Students in !he teacher certification programs must (1) 
satisfy University requirements; (2) maintain a 2.50 overaU grade point 
average: and (3) successfully complete ECI 297 and a student teaching 
interview. Students in other undergraduate majors must ( 1) satisfy 
University requirements; (2) maintain a 2.00 overall grade point aver1ge 
and (3) maintain a 2.00 grade point average in major courses. Students 
in all undergraduate programs achieve oral communication competence 
through OTED 306, •03 or OTS •02. 
Exit. Students in the two teaching certification programs must (1) 
meet au University requirements for graduation and (2) have an overan 
grade poinl i.verage of 2.50. Students majonng in the other undergrad· 
uate programs must ( 1) meet an University requirements '°' graduation, 
(2) have an overau grade point average of 2 00 and (3) have a grade 
point a11er1ge of 2.00 1n matot courses. 
¥•1nlng Specl1l111 Emphasis 
This 120·hour program Is designed to prepare students IS 
specialists who design, develop, and present training in busiru 
industry. Required courses include: ACCT 201, CSSE 431; EC01 
ENGL 334, 435: MGMT 325, 340; MKTG 311, 402, 412; OTED 4r 
100, 102, 202, 289, 402. 405, 430; SPCH 312U. 
rlnor In Merchandising · 
The department offers a minor in merchandising for students · 
in other disciplines. Students must have a minimum grade point 
of 2.00 in all courses taken toward the minor and complete a r 
of six hours in upper·level courses in the minor requiremer 
Dominion University. The minor requires 15 hours of course war 
ing OTS 208, 415, 422, 481, and 309 or MKTG 412. 
\1 _.... Minor in Training and Development 
f The minor in training and development is offered by the depar 
students majoring in other disciplines. Students must have a 
grade point average of 2.00 in all courses taken toward the n 
nine hours of the 300/400·1evel courses must be taken in reside 
minor requires 15 hours of course work as follows: MGMT : 
289, 351,402, 404. 
\L...Minor In Technology Education 
~ The department offers a minor in technology education. 
must have a minimum grade point average of 2.00 in all cou1 
toward the minor and complete a minimum of six hours in u 
courses in the minor requirement at Old Dominion University. 
requires 18 hours of course work including the following: OT!: 
370U,351,382U,417 
Ctrtiflcatt Program in Industrial Training 
This program is designed especially tor military and civilian 
and trainers. It is directed to those indMduals who posses· 
skills and want to develop instructional competencies kJ I« 
skills in ltle military. industry, vocational•techniCal sdlools. Ot 
colleges. This cert1fa1e requires suceesstul completion of "" 
24 credit hours (e;ght cou~s): OTEO 404: OTS 202, 289 .. 
•02: ECI 304: COUN 343. 
Certificate Proaram In Markttlna Ttacher Educat 
_ l. Mat1<1t1n9 Education £mph11l1 
'"If n.s 12"hcur progtam is des9'ed to -• studlnls to teach mar· 
kaMg ...., , ... ,Id S<Jbtectl in the secondlly -· " • .,, --pio-gtam lor ITlffl>ng cerllficaloon requi<emonts to INCll matllating .... _ 
The cerllllc:at• progtam in matt<eling ,.IC:het nation is · 
prepare a person who has a business·'9lated b'CC''~.n11 
ba 1 marlltting education telC:het.......,dlNltot. PlltieiPal'' 
cessfully comi>'lll this program wdl quality 10< N nte:Hllt'y 
to lt&d\ mar1tellng tducahon in Vitf1n&a. "'v~ Requ .. ld course• indudl: ACCT 201; CSSE 43t; £Cl 2117. 
<t 2: ECON 201 S. 2025. MGMT 325. MKTG 3 t I. <02. 405, 4 I 2; OTED 
<Ct, <OJ, •O.. •07, '85. OTS 100, 102. 202. 208. 220, 351. 405. 415. 
102 OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
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College of Education and Human Services · 
Division of Human Development and Allied lechnology 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, West Virginia 25755-2460 
304/696-2380 •Fax: 304/696-3077 •E-mail: olsonlCmarshall.edu 
TO: Dr. Larry Froehlich 
Executive Dean 
FROM: Lee Olson c:)rf .(' 
Chair and Professor 
DATE: November 5, 1999 
SUBJECT: Intent to Plan 
Faculty in Adult and Technical Education have met with you to discuss the need to 
broaden our bachelor's degree programs to serve additional students who are not 
now being served. We believe we can serve a wider range of students by merging 
current programs in business education and marketing education and adding two non-
teaching options. 
We already teach many of the courses which will become a part of the non-teaching 
options. However, we may have to add some new courses and change others. We 
will also look to other academic fields in designing the non-teaching options. We do 
not anticipate needing additional fuculty or other resources to implement the non-
teaching options. 
Enclosed is a copy of our STATEMENT OF INTENT TO PLAN. We are requesting 
your approval, the approval from appropriate committees, fuculty senate, 
administrators, and the Board of Trustees. Please process the intent to plan as early 
as possible because we project launching the program in Spring 2001 if approved. 
Should the intent to plan be approved, we will inunediately begin the steps necessary 
to gather data, design the program, and prepare the proposal for committee, fuculty 
senate, administrators, and BOT approval. We will seek suggestions and guidance 
from you and others during the process. 
Thank you for your support! 
Enclosure 
A STATE UNIVERSITY OF we:sr VIRQINIA 
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACT10NIEOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPt.OVEA 
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COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, West Virginia 25755·2700 
304/696-3646 1·800/642·3437 FAX 304/696-3013 
To: Laura Wyant, Associate Primss 
Adult and Technical Educa · 
From: Bob Hayes, Interim Prov~t 
Marshall Community & Technical College 
Date: 11/10199 
Re: Statement of Intent to Plan 
The Marshall Community & Technical College is pleased that the Department of 
Adult and Technical Education is developing a plus-l'M:> educational program v.tlich 
will serve graduates of associate degree programs. This is a need that has not been 
addressed. At this time the associate degree graduates do not have planned 
programs v.tlich compliments their associate degrees. 
I enthusiastically support the Statement of Intent to Plan for a plus-two program 
v.tlich will provide seamless two-plus-two opportunities for selected associate degree 
graduates. I will be anxious to see the results of this effort. 
c: Linda Wilkinson, Assistant Provost 
A STATI! UNIVl!ASITV 01"" WllST Vl""31Nl4 
AN Al'fl1RMATIVI! ACTIONll:OUAL OPPORTUNITY IMPLOVI"' 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT TO PLAN 
In accordance with Administrative Bulletin 23, Marshall University is submitting this 
document describing our intention to plan a bachelor level program in Adult and 
Technical Education. This proposal is designed to maximize the utilization of existing 
faculty, space and equipment resources. This program, which is not entirely new, will 
involve the inclusions of two existing teaching areas of emphasis, the addition of a non-
teaching area of emphasis and the development of a 2 + 2 program through 
collaboration with the Community and Technical College at Marshall University. It is 
our intent to complete the full proposal by the end of Spring, 2000, and initiate the 
program in Spring, 2001. The program is conceptualized as follows: 
B.A. Degree In Adult and Technical Education 
Teaching Track 
Business Education Option (Current) 
Marketing Education Option (Current) 
A. Educational Objectives 
Non-Teaching Track 
Training and Development Option (New) 
Technical Leadership Option (New) 
The program will have four primary objectives. One, is to prepare teachers in the field 
of Business Education. The Business Education program has been an undergraduate 
degree program at Marshall University for approximately thirty years. It was first 
located in the College of Business and is presently housed in the College of Education 
and Human Services. It has produced many fine graduates who are now employed as 
teachers around the state of West Virginia. The second objective is to prepare 
teachers in the field of Marketing Education. The Marketing Education program was 
established at Marshall University in 1973, and is the only program in the state of West 
Virginia certifying teachers in the field of Marketing Education. Graduates of this 
program are recruited both in the state of West Virginia and in surrounding states. 
The second major objective of the program is to prepare persons who seek employment 
as training and development specialists in business, industry or service organizations. 
The growing need for training and education in business and industry demonstrates a 
demand for human resource development professionals. The goal of this inter-
disciplinary program is to broaden and enhance the perspectives of students Interested 
in human resource development Achievement of the program goal is facilitated by 
using an integrated curriculum of required and elective courses in a lecture format, a 
research component and several other related projects. 
The third objective of this program Is to provide a 2 + 2 technical leadership program 
for those individuals cursuino careers in various croorams in the Communitv and 
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Technical College at Marshall University. Many of these individuals complete a two 
year associate degree and are employed in their areas of specialization and would like 
to complete a bachelor's degree which will contribute to increased career opportunities 
in their professions. This degree would equip students with the skills and knowledge 
necessary to provide many of the human resource functions which are needed by 
smaller businesses in West Virginia. This degree is designed to serve community 
college graduates who have successfully completed a two-year associate degree. This 
new degree will help meet West Virginia's need for a better prepared technical 
workforce and it will encourage community college graduates to continue their 
education by dramatically reducing transfer problems. 
Our goal is to provide highly skilled, knowledgeable individuals to prepare and/or 
supervise the workforce of today and tomorrow for the citizens of the state of West 
Virginia. This program is designed to equip graduates with the necessary skills to 
teach and train future workers (employees). 
The program will provide courses such as: The History of Workforce Development, 
Methodology for Teachers and Trainers, Computers for Business and Industry, Grant 
Proposal Writing for Business and Industry, Adult Instructional Design and Evaluation, 
Communication for Business and Industry, Office Machines, Quantitative Applications, 
Office Management and Adult Learning Theory. All of these titles are currently 
approved as Adult and Technical Education, Business Education, or Marketing 
Education courses and taught to students in other majors. 
The program will include extensive clinical experiences under close supervision, 
portfolio assessment and an international experience. 
B. Brief Program Description 
Due to changes in business and industry, the current program focus has gradually 
changed to meet the needs of employers. The development of an organization's 
technical and skilled workforce is vital to its success and growth. It has been 
recognized in a study mandated by the Board of Trustees in May 1995, that the need 
for training and development is critical in our state and around the country. The 
Business and Marketing Education programs have been addressing that need under an 
archaic structure; however those programs now need to make changes that further 
support the effort outlined by the Board of Trustees report. 
Entering students in the Marketing Education, Business Education, Training and 
Development, and Technical Leadership options of this program will be expected to 
have achieved the academic standards set forth by Marshall University. These 
students should possess the knowledge and skills necessary for admittance In the 
College of Education and Human Services. 
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The non-teaching component of the program provides an area of emphasis designed 
for indMduals who desire to become training and development specialists In business, 
Industry or service organizations and to provide leadership in their technical field of 
expertise. Interested students in the program will gain classroom knowledge, 
experience work-based activities and participate In projects Intended to develop the 
competencies utilized by professionals In the field of human resource development 
The 2 + 2 option will be a joint partnership between Marshall University and Marshall 
Community and Technical College. Earlier 2 + 2 agreements have been articulated 
between the Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College of Business (Finance-Banking) and the 
College of Liberal Arts (Legal Studies). Entering students in the 2 + 2 program will 
build upon their academic and technical background gained through their community 
college education. Admission will be open only to students in good academic standing 
who have received a two-year degree in various programs in the Community and 
Technical College and is contingent upon additional requirements set forth by Marshall 
University. The program's course work will provide the additional academic 
requirements and training necessary to complete a four year degree, and this option 
will encourage students to continue their education beyond a two year degree. 
C. Assurance of High Quality Standards 
Several factors will help insure high quality standards in the program: 
• If a student is transferring from another college, on or off campus, he/she 
must have a minimum of a 2. GPA to receive full admission into the 
program. 
• Students must maintain a 2.5 GPA in their field of study once they have 
been admitted. 
• For students who are interested in the 2 + 2 option, admission will be 
open only to students in good academic standing who have received a 
two-year associate degree. 
• Students' knowledge and skills will be assessed as an ongoing process, 
which includes writing assignments, oral reports, examinations, and 
projects. 
• The Adult and Technical Education staff is experienced, highly qualified 
and student oriented. There are five full time faculty members, four with 
infield doctoral degrees. The faculty is widely published, active at state, 
regional and national levels, and attends conferences In their field of 
study. 
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D. Similar Program jn tbe State 
There is no program in the state offering a combination of the four areas of emphasis 
we are proposing. This program would be unique in the combination of opportunities 
that it would allow graduates to pursue. This program combines a broad liberal studies 
base with specialized information and professional studies that make it unique. There · 
are courses offered at other institutions within the state, but there are no 
comprehensive programs in Adult and Technical Education that lead to a teaching 
certification in Business Education and Marketing Education, as well as a non-teaching 
components in Training and Development and Technical Leadership. 
Marshall University is the only Marketing Education teacher education program in the 
state of West Virginia. There are currentiy five universities and colleges with Business 
Education teacher education programs in the state of West Virginia: Marshall 
University, Shepherd College, Glenville State, Concord College and Fairmont College. 
Two Business Education teacher education programs in the state have been recentiy 
terminated. 
According to Abigail Reynolds, WV State Supervisor of Business Education, West 
Virginia is facing a massive reduction in force in Business Education programs within 
the next five years. There is currently a projected retirement figure of one-third of the 
Business Education teachers in the state. There are approximately 165 Business 
Education programs located in high schools and vocational centers, as well as six 
located at the middle school level. 
There are 61 Marketing Education programs in high schools and vocational technical 
centers in the state of West Virginia. According to a 1998 survey, conducted by Betty 
Sias, WV State Supervisor of Marketing Education, 46% of the responding states' 
indicated its teachers length of teaching experience is between 16 - 20 years; whereas, 
additional research indicates 40% of West Virginia's teachers length of teaching 
experience is between 11 - 20 years and 18% is between 21 - 30 years. 
E. Societal Need for the Program: Student Demand for the Pro0ram 
The fast pace of technological change has brought about an unprecedented level of 
demand for highly educated skilled workers. The wage premium enjoyed by the most 
highly educated employees is at an all time high, as is the increment in earnings 
associated with receiving additional training at work. Available evidence points to the 
clear conclusion that the demand for the most highly skilled workers is outstripping the 
supply. 
The growing wage premium enjoyed by highly skilled workers has sent a powerful 
signal that education and training matter. At the same lime, senior management ha 
been consistentiy sending the message that employees must assume responsibility for 
the development of their skills. These messages have not been missed; there is 
mounting evidence that workers are voting with their feet by leaving. They are 
assuming responsibility for developing their own skills by quitting those organizations 
where their orosoects of deveiooment seem ooor. Subseauentlv. thev are in favor of 
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organizations With more promising career development opportunities. N!. a result of 
years of preaching self-responsibility in the domain of skill and career development, 
competitive advantage is now accruing to those firms that take this development most 
seriously. Among the many contributions that learning makes to an organization, the 
central role it plays in helping to retain employees is becoming increasingly clear. 
The need for a specialized program to prepare persons who seek employment as 
training and development speclallsts and technical leaders in business, Industry or 
service organizations is evident according to statistical data of Occupational 
Employment, Training, and Earnings. The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts an 
increase nationally of over 67% in employment opportunities in the fields of personnel, 
training, and labor relations. In addition, an increase of 23% in teachers and 
instructors in vocational education and training is predicted to occur. Every forecasting 
indicator illustrates that West Virginia Will experience an increase of 70% in personnel, 
training and labor relations job opportunities, and a 9% increase in teachers, instructors 
and vocational education and training professionals is the prediction. 
In 1996, the Marshall University Office of Research and Economic Development, 
Applied Research Division, conducted a survey of Marshall's Community Technical 
College Career Program Graduates and Selected Employers (1992-1995). According to 
this Follow-Up Survey, graduates expressed a strong concern for advanced training for 
a 2 + 2 program. In regards to advanced training, at least 30 graduates called for a 2 + 
2 program or some other method for obtaining a 4-year degree status. Given the fact 
that fully 64 percent of all of the graduates surveyed were either currently enrolled in 
classes or had plans to do so over the next year, it is clear that continuing education is 
the desire of many CTC graduates. However, it is important to note that among these 
graduates, there appears to be a very real concern that credits earned in the 
Community and Technical College are not easily transferable to other departments on 
campus or to other educational institutions. The result, students say, is the potential 
loss of one or more years of credit hours should the decision be made to pursue more 
advanced training. To address this issue, several students suggested that a more 
cooperative relationship needs to exist between the Community and Technical College 
and four-year programs offered through the university. Interestingly, at least one or 
more graduates of every CTC program studied mentioned the need for a 2 + 2 
program. Continuing education was a rather strong area of interest among many of the 
graduates surveyed, With 25 percent of the respondents indicating that they were 
presently enrolled in classes or training. 
In terms of anticipated enrollment over the next year, 39 percent of the CTC graduates 
surveyed did anticipate enrolling in additional coursework and, of these Engineering 
Technology graduates were the most inclined. And while 33 percent of the 
respondents were not interested in pursuing further education, 27 percent were unsure. 
It should be noted that graduates who expressed uncertainty in this area represent a 
significant pool of candidates who could be encouraged to broaden their job 
advancement and earning potential through advanced training offered either at the 
Community and Technical College or through Marshall University as a whole. It is also 
interesting to note that CTC graduates represent a loyal student base, citing Marshall 
Universitv as the most likely site for more advanced coursework. Accordina to the 
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survey the graduates In the areas of Computer Technology, Engineering Technology, 
Management Technology, and Office Technology responded In the following manner 
regarding future coursework at Marshall University: 
AREA OF STUDY #OF YES NO 
RESPONSES 
Computer Technology 30 33.33% 66.67% 
Engineering Technology 15 40.00% 60.00% 
Management Technology 40 30.00% 70.00% 
Office Technology 31 6.45% 93.55% 
With national welfare reform initiatives, the need for continued adult education and 
training will continue to grow. The state's welfare cash assistance caseload has 
continued to drop since welfare rules were changed but most of those cut off have not 
found work. The Welfare system as we know it is changing; simply because the old 
system has not worked. In the Mure, if you are going to find a check in your mailbox, 
you are going to have to put your name on a payroll. On August 22, 1996, President 
Clinton signed Into law Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation 
Act of 1996. This legislation eliminates the AFDC Program and replaces it with a block 
grant to the state. West Virginia's Welfare Reform Program focus is on jobs. In West 
Virginia, its Pilot Welfare Reform Program is called West Virginia Works, effective July 
1, 1997. West Virginia Works will assist economically at-risk families to become self-
supporting through a personal responsibility act. A lifetime maximum a family will be 
eligible for public assistance will be sixty months. Jobs and education are two main 
components of this new system. To achieve the highest level of success, access to 
educational opportunities must be made available to help West Virginia's work force. 
In President Clinton's words "if we give people who are on welfare the opportunity, they 
will do the rest, helping us to break the cycle of dependants and make responsibility a 
way of life." 
The goal of this program is to provide students with the skills, attitude, and knowledge 
necessary to be successful in the field of Marketing and Business Education, and 
Human Resources Development. As the workforce continues to age and the workplace 
continues to change, there will be a continued need for training and retraining in all 
areas. Expressed student interest In this program has been extremely high. 
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F. Needed Additional Resources 
Faculty responsible for programs In Adult Education, Business Education and 
Marketing Education have discussed a possible redesign of the programs In the past 
These discussions have occurred due to changes In populatlons.servedby tfl.e 
programs and the need to conserve limited resources. The expertise represented by 
the faculty In the Adult and Technical Education department at Marshall University 
suggests that no new faculty resources will be needed. There has been increasing 
attention nationally to the needs of rural areas, as a result, additional statewide courses 
can be offered. The possible adjustment of teaching loads and teaching 
responsibilities for participating faculty will be explored. 
Submitted by: 
Prof. Betty Sias, Assistant Professor 
tj.AJ~ 
r. Howard R. D. Gordon, Professor 
Dr. Lee Olson, Chair and Professor 
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Memo 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Community College Instrurt'Zl5 ~· 
Dr. Laura Wyant ~ {)5Ul{_ c;_ 
November 4, 1999 
Subject: Student Surveys 
Marshall University's Adult and Technical Education Department is pursuing the need 
for a new degree in Human Resource Development. This endeavor will expand upon the 
teaching emphasis of the existing Business Education and Marketing components that 
now prepare students in the teaching field. Wrth the continued introduction of new 
technology in today's business and industry, it is the desire of the Adult and Technical 
Education Department to enhance the opportunity for students, upon completion of their 
degrees from the Community College. 
The advisory council conducting the needs assessment is asking for a few minutes of 
your class time to distribute the survey to the students. It should take only five minutes 
to complete the survey. These surveys will become a valuable tool in demonstrating the 
interest of students who wish to expand their options to meet the demands of today's 
workforce. Four advisory council members, Donna Lusher, Marie Willis, Valerie 
Bernard, and Brent Forsythe will be distributing these surveys randomly in the course of 
the next several weeks. 
If you are unable to allow five minutes of class time for the survey to be conducted, we 
arc asking for the surveys to be distributed and returned interoffice mail to the Adult 
Technical Education Department. 
We appieciate your assistance in advance, and thank you fur helping to mike this needs 
assessment a success. 
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RESULTS 
·.• ., .... ;, .,: .,t • .;~'i&·.r..-. ~ 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY-AND TEOllNICAL 
COLLE~~~\\\Plftt\UURVEY ... ,, ,,,,. · 
If you have already completed this surv~ In anotherclass, please 
do not complete another one. Thank you. 
1. _What is your current major?----------
2. Are you currently in a one or two year program? __ _ 
\ } 
3. Do you plan to obtain additional education upon graduation from 
Marshall University's Community College? 
269 Yes 118 Non·• 387 
70% 31% 
4. Would you be interested in pursuing a four-year degree? 
340 Yes s1 Non = 391 
87% 13% 
5. Are your currently employed? 
~ 12 Yes 194 No n= 406 
52% 48% 
6. What is your occupation? -----------
7. Are you pursuing your education in the same field you are 
currently employed in? 
18 Yes 259 No n• 331 
23% 77% 
8. Gender: Male 152 Female 225 
~I 
9. A'e: 52 less than 20 58 30-44 0 55-64 
170 20-29 26 45-54 0 65+ 
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QUESTIONS RESPONSES 
One-Two 
How many Individuals In your organization (+27) 
edMlles? 50% 
u• • • ·O 
0-20% 
Whit pen:eillllge of 111Me lndlvldual1 have had 23 
some educlllon and/or tnllnlng concerning 
. to the trainiM function. 
Yes 
Does your Cllg8lllz8llon hllve a formal system for 30 
the evallulllorl of .. 
Yes 
IMlln your compeny Is looking for someone to 37 
do 111111111111 do they hire someone from outside 87% 
the - of respondents 
" 
Yes 
When your compeny Is looking for someone to 43 
do 111111111111 do they use 111 expert from Inside 
the 
Do more trainino 
Over the next 5 years do you think your 31 
compeny• ... 73% 
of respondents 
'..._; .... / 
RESPONSES RESPONSES RESPONSES 
Five -Six Three-Four Sewn+ 
2 13 12 
4140% 21-40% 61% 
a 2 20 
No 
23 
No 
6 
No 
4 
Less trainino About the same tralnlno 
0 14 
. 
"' ....
""'""<' 
'-
F ofTralnmo 
T edlnlcll Mills ltalnlnn 
erlnllnlnn 
Customer 5efvioe Tralnloo 
ISO 
~ kalnlno 
PIOCldunl trainlno 
Self..- trainino 
RflldMed Traimno 
S.rMVT 
Curr9nt issues 
Oiiier 
F of Tralnlna 
Tedl.lical Mills tnlnino 
Customer Selvlce Tralnuv 
ISO 
~tralnrno 
PIOCldunl 
T 
'Ii 
CulNnl--
Olller 
One Two 
15 10 
3 6 
2 6 
1 3 
2 1 
' 
9 
3 1 
8 8 
23 10 
2 10 
Seven Eiaht 
2 2 
1 8 
8 2 
0 1 
7 5 
5 2 
3 8 
1 6 
2 0 
' 
1 
"'-' ~ 
Three Four Five Six 
6 5 5 0 
7 5 7 
' 6 8 3 1 
0 
' 
5 
' 3 
' 
7 5 
8 
' 
6 5 
5 1 
' 
3 
2 
' ' ' 
' 
0 5 1 
5 
' 
5 2 
Nine Ten 
2 2 
' 
2 
' 
5 
6 1, 
5 
' 0 1 
6 7 
1 2 
3 3 
3 
' 
.. 
Businesses Surveyed 
I .• 
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'. :CNE c:::~my COMMUNl":'I BOX247 MADISON WV 25130 EDNA HALSTEAD 
SOONE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 701 MMJISONAVE. MADISON WV 25130 TERESA llE#OO 
BOROENINC. 508 ROANE STREET CHARLESTON WV 25302 JAMES SUTTON 
W<TON COUNTY MEllOfllAL 100 HOL'f!olAN DRIVE GASSAWAY WV 26624 WALTER SMITH 
BRE.Vore:R OOMPANV OF WV INC. BOX3106 CHARLESTON WV 25331 FOREST ROGERS 
BROUGHTON FOODS COMPANY 114 VIRGINA STREET CHARLESTON WV 25302 RUSS HOOVER 
BRaMI EXCAVATING INC. BOX225 FRIENOI. Y WV 26146 ERIC BRtNm 
BROWNINO.FERRIS IND. OF SOUTH BOX329 LESAGE WV 25537 CHAALES MctAAIN 
BURl<E·PARSONs.e<:mlSY CORP. 3210 PARl<ERSBURG ROAD REEDY WV 25270 TERRY SAMPLES 
B~S MOTOR FREIGHT INC. BOX 149 MARUNGTONWV 24954 SAM FELTON 
CABELL SHEET MET AL &ROOFING BOX44& CEREDO WV 25507 BRYAN VNICE 
CABOT CORPORATION-OHIO RIVER 1 CABOT DRIVE WAVERLY WV 26184 LAARY WESTFALL 
CABOT OIL & GAS CORP. OF WV BOX 1473 CHARLESTON WV 25325 ALAN HAGGERTY 
CAMERON llEAL TH CARE INC. BOX218 CAMERON WV 261133 JAMES LOWE 
CARL E. SMITH, INC. BOX4 SANDYVILLE WV 25275 EDDIE SMITH 
CARLTON COMPANY POBOX1153 CHARLESTON WV 25324-1153 KEITH MCCl.AAAHAN 
CARMEN FUNERAL HOME 2301 ARGIWTE ROAD FLATWOODS KY 41139 ROBERT GREEN 
CASDORPH AND C\JRRY FUNERAL 110BSTREET ST ALBANS mn OONA1.D CASOORPH 
CHANDLERS PLYWOOD BOX9009 HUNTINGTON WV 25704 JOHN CHANDLER 
CMIC 3200 MACCQfU(l.E AVE CHARLESTON WV 25304 LILLIAN MORRIS 
!HARLESTON POLICE DEPT. BOX2749 CHARLESTON WV 25330 DAVE MICKEL 
CITY HOSP IT AL INC. BOX 1418 MARTINSBURG WV 25401 E.ARL WILLIAMSON 
CITY OF PARKERSBURG BOX 1627 PARKERSBURG WV 26101 RICHARD WILLIAMS 
CLOVERDALE PACKING COMPANY BOX 3346 PARKERSBURG WV 26101 DAVID WINANS 
CM TECH INC. BOX 194 NEW CUMBERLAND WV 26047 JEFF LAUTTAMUS 
CNG TRANSMISSION CORP. 445 WEST MAIN STR. ClARl<SBURG WV 26301 ED GRUBB 
AERO FAS, INC. 600 31ST STREET HUNTINGTON WV 25702 RO!W..D MAYNARD 
AFFILIATED SPECIALISTS 600 18TH STR. STE.304 PARKERSBURG WV 26101 JOEL WHITT AKER 
COAST AL LUMBER COMP Nf1 RD2BOX229 PROCTOR WV 26055 DON MERGERT 
CONSUMERS GAS UTILITY BOX 7698 HUNTINGTON WV 2sna .MJY BAILEY 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION 2114 K.toHAWHA Bl.VO. CHARLESTON WV 25311 THOMAS GESNER 
CettAAT REFRACTORIES RT 1111 BOX 82 BUC!OiANNON WV 26311 SIEUA caHllGIWI 
CORONET FOODS INC. eoxesea WHEELING WV 26003 SAMMUa LADA 
CW STla<.l.EY INC RTl190X59e FAIR MONT WV 26554 RANDAL STICl<l.EY 
CYTECH INCUSTRJES BOX 300 BEUIONT WV 26134 RIOIAAD BMHMO 
DAVIS ME~ HOSPITAL GORllAH AVE. ELKINS,WV 21241 STE'IE JCHtS0M 
OETTINSURH TR.AHSPORT INC. HC5990Xll0 PETERS&lM WV 2IMI' CYNTHA BERO 
DOUGHERTY COMPAHI', INC. 600 50TH STREET CHARLESTON WV 25321 J. SMITH 
) E & H MANl.fACTORING 90X3110 CHARLESTON WV 25331 DAVID HNEY 
EAGLE DIST. UO lllDAVEWEST HUKTINGTON WV 25701 LEONAAO OOSS 
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.OGSTON CONTRACTING 
MmELl.A QUARRIES INC 
MCKINNEY DRILLING COMPANY 
.:NIEL FENCE CO INC 
754 BAYS DRIVE 
1530 OAl<HURST llRJVE 
119 STEWART LANE 
POBOX,122 
NATIOIW. POOL & EQUIPMENT CO 2860 PENNSYLVANIA 
CHARLESTON, WV 2530M7ll2 
CHARLESTON, WV 25314 
WINFIELD, WV 25213 
CHARLESTON, WV 25382 
CHARLESTON, WV 25302 
ON LINE SERVICES INC 
PETROCON INC 
113211TH STREET NITRO, WV 25143 
1614 OAIOlJRST llRIVE CHARLESTON, WV 25314 
ROACH MASONRY SERVICE 
SOUTHEAST ELECTRIC CORP 
248 IRENE CIRCLE HURRICANE, WV 25526 
PO BOX 7238 CHARLESTON, WV 25356 
SOUTHEASTERN ENVIRONMENTAL PO BOX 337 HAMLIN, WV 25523 
TEAM INOUSTRIAL SERVICES, INC. RR 1 BOX 284-1 CHARLESTON, WV 25213 
WEBB PLUMBING INC p 0 BOX 964 ST Al.BANS, WV 2s1n 
WESTERN BRANCH DIESEL INC PO BOX 8245 SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 
WN HEATING & AC COMPANY RTE 4 BOX 380 HURRICANE, WV 25526 
YOUNG BUILDERS & 2902 29TH S'TREET NITRO, WV 25143 
METRIX INTERNATIONAL CORP. 124 W. CUMBERLAND RD. BLUEFIELD, WV 24701-4805 
SEARS MONUMENT P. 0. BOX 829 CHARLESTON, WV 25323 
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT CALIFORNIA AVE 
A LINZY'S SEPTIC TANK SERVICES 3Z7 NEWHOUSE llRJVE 
AIR SYSTEMS SHEET METAL BOX399 
CHARLESTON, WV 25305 
CHARLESTON, WV 25302 
HURRICANE WV 25526 
lROFESSIOtW.. SERVICE IND.,INC. DUPONT· SERMCE BLDG BELLE WV 25015 
AKER PLASTICS 
AKERS SUPPLY INC. 
f>KZ.0 CHEMICAL AMERICA 
AL MARINO INC. 
ALFRED CONSTRUCTION 
BOYDEN, INC. 
AL V AAE2. CONTRACTORS INC. 
AMERICAN NATIONAL R00BER 
AMES COMPANY 
APPAU.CHIAN LOG STRUCTURES 
ARMSTRONG TELEPHONE 
AAllCYlll rotolCRETE COMPANY 
AUTOMATED PACIQNG SYSTEMS 
e 'e CONCRETE INC 
IWER TRllCI( EQUPMENT 
BALL CORPORATIONS 
')BA/HR FlfERSOAAD CORP. 
BOX3209-M 
BOX276 
BOX 1721 
BOX209 
RT.1BOX190 
POBOX305 
RT3BOX103 
BOX13311 
eox 1nc 
POBOX5468 
311 llAIN STREET 
BOX 5517 
BOX 519 
RU4BOX226 
BOX482 
3010 BIROl lff/E 
BOX 390 
BARBOIJRSVILLE VETERNIS HOME 512 WATERS STREET 
BENWOOO LIMESTONE COMPANY eoxea 
MARTINSBURG WV~ 
NORTH MATEWAN, WV 25688 
GALLIPOLIS FERRY ,WV 25515 
CHARLESTON WV 25321 
BRIOGEPORT WV 26330 
HURRICANE, WV 25526 
Cl.ARKS8URG WV M301 
HUNTINGTON WV 2577e 
PARKERSBURG WV 26101 
PRINCETON WV 247«1 
HAMLIN WV 25523 
VIENNA WV 26105 
KEYSER WV 26726 
KEYSER WV 211726 
llJRRICAIE 'N'l 25526 
WEIRTON WI 2llOl2.st33 
WELLSSIJRG WV 29070 
BAABOURVILLE WV 25504 
BENWOOO WV 29031 
60 
DAVID LOGSTON 
JOEY llAZZ£1.l.A 
.Ill GORDON 
Rl<llARO MCNEIL 
STANl.EY D. WYATT 
KEN MILLER 
!WI)'( BESS 
ROOERT L ROACH 
EO COBB 
RAY LEBLANC 
MICliAEl REGALLA 
W. G. WARllEN 
DARREL YOUNG 
GRANT L BRcmN 
BRENT SEARS 
NELSON SMITH 
CATHY GUYNN 
BENNY DUVALL 
DAVID AKERS 
WILLIAM STRICKl.Ell 
AL MARINO 
J. ALFRED 
BOYCE C. JARRETT 
G/t1ff WALKER 
LINDA WALTERS 
RJQWIO JOLIFF 
MAAK TRAYLOR 
LAWRENCE BARRETT 
0.-i..E STEMPLE 
PMJL llAUMIN 
GLEN TEPHASOCK 
C.E. FLOVIERS 
0.1. GILORST 
1111<E PATTERSON 
ROl!ERT WIUlPRETT 
. - - - -· •. - . • • • "~""'"'"" vi;;n 1 Cl'( MAILIN~ LIST (601) 
· , ;":wri' LUM6Ei\ COMPANY BOX 386 PARSONS WV 26287 
HOl.OENMACHINEAND RT 119 HOLDENWV25625 
HOMER l.AUGlt.lN CllNA &TH AND llARRISON NEWELL WV 211050 
UCHIN CONSTRUCTION RT 3 BOX,S27 
HOUCHINS MANUFACTURING BOX 1227 
ARNOLOSBURG WI 25234 
BECKLEY WV 25802 
HUNTINGTON WV 25701 
HUNTINGTON WV 25720 
PRINCETON WI 247 40 
HUNTINGTON STEEL AND SUPPLY BOX 1178 
INCO ALLOYS INTERNATIONAL 
INDUSTRIAL PLATING AND 
J AND S MACHINE COMP ANY 
JH FLETCHER COMPANY 
JABO SUPPLY CORP. 
JAMES WHITE CONSTRUCTION 
JARVIS, DOWNING AND EMCH INC. 
JC BOSLEY CONSTRUCTION 
JEFFERDS CORP. 
JENNMAR CORP. OF WV 
JF ALLEN COMPANY/ALCON DIV. 
JIM C. HAMMER COMPANY 
JONES PRINTING COMPANY INC. 
K & P MACHINE SERVICE INC. 
\ANAWHA HOSPICE CARE INC. 
KANAWHA MANUFACTURING 
KELLWOOD COMPANY 
KINGSFORD PROOUCTS 
LANG BROTHERS INC. 
LINA TEX CORP. OF AMERICA 
MADISION COAL AND SUPPLY 
MAGID GLOVE AND SAFETY 
LOUIE GI.ASS COMPANY 
BOX1958 
BOX5878 
BOX 2588 FAIRMONT WV 26555 
BOX 2187 HUNTINGTON WV 25722 
BOX 238 HUNTINGTON WV 25707 
4156 FREEDOM WAY WEIRTON WV 26062 
BOX 6253 WHEELING WV 26003 
BOX fS7 MINERAL WELLS WV 26150 
BOX 757 ST ALBANS 25177 
BOX 119 REEDSVILLE.WV 26547 
RT 6 BOX 169 BUCKIWINON WV 26201 
BOX 425 MADISION,WV 25130 
611 PENNSYLVANAAVE. CHARLESTON,WV 25302 
1229 RAILROAD ST. GRAFTON WV 26354 
1143 DUNBAR AVE DUNBAR WV 25064 
BOX 1786 CHARLESTON WV 25326 
225 OAK DRIVE SPENCER WV 25276 
BOX 464 PARSONS \W 26267 
BOX 910 BRIDGEPORT WV 26330 
BOX 32 MOUNT HOPE WV 25680 
# 2 PORT AMHERST ORNE CHARLESTON, WV 25306 
34 OAKMONT ROAD 
RT3BOXSD 
MAHUE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY BOX 555 
WHEELING WV 28003 
WESTON WV 26452 
HAMLINWV2"23 
CHARLESTON, WV 25322 
SUTION WV 26601 
llCJUNl<JN CORP. BOX 513 
MEllORJAL FUNERAi. CHAPELS eoo RIVERVIEW ORM: 
lllLES INCA!AYER BOX 500 
lllNING CONTROLS INC. BOX 1141 
MOMGO\.D LUllBER ENTERPRISES PO BOX C36 
llCffOt«lAIELA POWER COIJSIANY BOX 1312 
NEW llARTINSVILLE WI 26155 
BECKLEY WV 25801 
BEVERLY, WI~ 
FAIRJllONT WI 26554 
llOHONGALIA GENERAL lt0$PIT AL 1200 JD. NllERSOll ORM: llORGANTOWN WI 2ISllll 
•• MONROE ·RALEIOH lllLK ) 
. FLEXSYS AMERICA L.P. 
MORGANTOWN ENERGY 
BOX391 
'1 llONSMTO ROAD 
555 llEEClfJRST AVE. 
UNON WV 2•983 
NITRO, WV 25143 
MORGANTOWN WI 1'505 
62 
CHARLES llARllN 
JAMES RICE 
WILLIAM SlllTli 
JEFF HOUCHIN 
W. ME.ADCWVS 
STEVEN 8080 
JARREl.l 81.EOSOE 
LAURA NUCE 
ROBERT SMITH 
DAVID COOPER 
CHARLES BAZEMORE 
DON GI.ANN 
STANLEY COOPER 
MIKE WRIGHT 
GENE BROGAN 
BILL EVERELY 
DWAYNE MCCARTNEY 
RAYMOND BURNS 
RICKY BOOKER 
TROY KIMBREW 
GARY COFFEY 
CLAAK LAMP 
ALLIE SHORT 
PAUL SIEOSMA 
JIM MATIINGLY 
HOWARD PERRY 
OTIS STOVER 
C.E. EHLER 
PEG HOOTON 
RONALD HOOSER 
DEBBIE Km 
LARRY GREENE 
JAMES TAYLOR 
MMK WAU<ER 
N¥JY GAEEHE 
F.11. DOIWt 
SNDf FRf""'_,. 
~FURROW 
JAMES llONTOSH 
R.F. KELLY 
.• '~"'"''"' "''"''' 'C" MP.ILIN\;j LIST (~1) 
2 SMILEY DRIVE ST.ALBANS WV 25ffi-1970 BOB SCOIAAA 
Mi1 2 SMILEY DRIVE ST. ALBANS WV 25177-9970 ROB BOYLE 
COLUMBIA GAS POBOX1808 ST.ALBANS WV 25177 onl SCOTT 
.lOLPERT 600 Vlrgi~la St., E., Suite CHARLESTON, WV D1 
IVS HYDRO P.O. BOX245 WAVERLY, WV 26184 FRED D. Cl.ARK 
ASH.AN) CHEMICAL POBOX391 AStUND,KY '1114 DON SNELi. 
NACOM 2400 S. REFUGEE ROAD COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201 
COMMUNICATION SERVICES 4136 WWASHINGTON ST. CHARLESTON WV 25313-2438 
YORK INDUSTRIES 631 SOUTH RICHWIDAVE. YORK.PENN 17405 
PRAY CONSTRUCTION POBOX3778 CHARLESTON WEST VIRGtNA DAVID MILLER 
YORK INTERNATIONAL CORP. POBOX1592 YORK, PA USA 174Q5.1S92 
DENNISON MEDICAL OFFICE P.O. BOX 1060 PROCTORVILLE, OH NANC't' CARTER 
COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION POBOX1808 ST.ALBANS WV 25177 JERRY HOOPER 
WACO SCAFFOLDING AND 940 JEFFERSON ROAD CHARLESTON, WV 25309 ERAN BEANE 
BROOKE INDUSTRIAL BOX687 FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037 DENNIS MUf!. 
BAS TECHNICAL SERVICES INC 1171ST AVE SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV RICHARD CHRISTY 
OHIO VALLEY INC. POBOX6636 HUNTINGTON, WV 25704 TIM MALCOMB 
UCISCO POBOX730 INSTITUTE, WV 25112 BRIAN MILLER 
WEYERHAUSER POBOX487 SUTTON, WV 26601 MONICA USCH<A 
THORNORVv'ICK 3255 HIGHW~ Y 135 NW CORYDON, IN 47112 
ilERVlCE PUMP AND SUPPLY POBOX2097 HUNTINGTON, WV 25721 
CARL TON THORTON RT.1 BOX 227·2 LIBERTY, WV 25124 
RHONE.POULENC POBOX2831 CHARLESTON, WV 25330 DIANA HOLLEY 
WV DIVISION OF LABOR BLDG. #3, ROOM 319 CHARLESTON WV 25305 PETE HALUSKI, Jt 
ST. PIPELINE #-5 YOUNGSTOMI DRIVE CLENDENIN, WV 25045 
KINCAID ENTERPRISES PO BOX549 NITRO, WV 25143 
RUSSELL STANLEY CORP. 100 PARK ROAD NITRO, WV 25143 RON KIDWELL 
AEP 5088 WEST WASHINGTON CROSS LANES, VN 25313 FWC'f MAXWELL 
ELKEM METALS COMP ANY P.0.BOXS13 ALLOY, WV 25002-Ce13 ROGER WAGNER 
CLEVELAND WRECKING P.O. BOX 145530 ClNN, OH 45214 
MET AL BUILDING ERECTORS INC P.O.BOX4n ELEANOR. WV 2507Q JACK HAVELY 
CASTO TE~ICAL 540 BROAD STREET CHARLESTON, VN D1 EDIE CUTUP 
MOUNTAIN ST ATES AIRGAS P.0.BOX 12&8 CHARLESTON, WV 25325 DAW> BAlSt 
SOUTHERN BUILDING SYSTEMS 2882 PIEDMONT RO. CHARLESTON, WV 25311 FAYE BM.I.ARO 
YNWATER l WASTE Sll'PLY CO P.O. BOX 9424 S. CHARLESTON, WV 25309 JOlf' BElllQ( 
BRE'M:R l COllPNfY OF WV P.O. llOX3108 CHARLESTON, VN 25331 R. lllE'MR 
BACJVNS UJllllER l SU'Pl. Y CO. 215MILL ST. FAIRMONT, VN 21554 t• DAVE IRllMt 
·, CAPERTON EIERGY P.O.BOX 1947 BECKLEY, WV 25802 I. MJSTI( c.tl'ERTON 
I PIJONEY Q.AY 
. GREEN MOl.M' AIN CO. 4 PORT AMHERST DA. CHARLESTON.WV 25308 
MOUNTAIN STATES AIRGAS P.O. BOX 12&8 CHARLESTON, VN 25325 808 COIUY 
63-
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.>~:; ;: ___ .:,,c SUPPLY CO. 
:ETHENERGY MINES INC 
210 20TH STREET 
17 JOHNS ST. 
MARROWBONE DEVELO!'tilENT CO. P.O. BOX 119 
JALIA RESOURCES POBOX11718 
GARCIE R. MARl<ER & SONS, INC. ROUTE 8 .SOX 511 B 
HUNTINGTON J09 SERVICE PO BOX 970 
BOGGS ROOFING P.O. BOX 7455 
INCO ALLOYS INTERNATIONAL 3200 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
MOUNTAIN MATERIAL llANDUNG P 0 BOX 6783 
ULTRASONIC SPECIALISTS INC. 
HENSON BROTHERS INC 
139 KIL~ ROAD 
BOX655 
119 STEWART LANE 
420 16TH STREET 
HUNTINGTON, V'N 25703 
JOHNSTOMI, PA 15901-1558 
NAUGATUCK, WV 256&5 
CHARLESTON, WV 2533$.1718 
S. CHARLESTON , WV 15309 
HUNTINGTON, WV 25713 
HUNTINGTON, WV 25776 
HUNTINGTON, WV 25720 
CHARLESTON, WV 25382 
SCOTT DEPOT, WV 25S60 
NITRO, WV 251"3 
WINFIELD, WV 25213 
DUNBAA, WV 25064 
MC KINNEY DRILLING CO. 
BUCHANAN SOUND & 
BUCHANAN SOUND & 1500WINCt£STERAVENUE ASHLAND, KY 41101 
QUICK DEUVERY SERVICE 3100 MAC CORKLE AVE S SOUTH CHARLESTON WV 25303 
SOUTH CHARLESTON FIRE DEPT 4th AVENUE SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 
CHARLESTON WV 25313-2323 
CHARLESTON, WV 25304 
AGGREKO, INC. 
ASBESTOS TESTING INC. 
4220 WOODRUM LN 
5205 NOYES AVE. 
WEST VIRGINIA ENTRANCE 
MQS INSPECTION 
)NAM INSPECTION 
FURMANITE 
E • Z ELECTRIC 
ANTHONY CRANE RENT AL 
BRAND SCAFFOLDING 
B P AMOCO CHEMICALS 
GARAGE DOOR OPERATORS INC. 
THR.ASIER ENGINEERING 
OEP WASTE MGT SECTION 
OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY 
HIGHLAND HOSPITAL 
PUTNAM GENERAL HOSPITAL 
COLUMBIA SAINT FR.AHC!S 
CHESTNUT RIDGE HOSPITAL 
COLUMBIA RM:R PARK HOSPTIAI.. 
DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL aHTER 
CONIECT INC. 
-~NO'S DAUGHTERS' MEDICAL 
{;ABELL HUNTINGTON HOSPITAL 
ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL 
6421 B SISSONVILLE DRIVE SISSONVILLE, WV 25312 
2000 OLIVE COURT MILTON, WV 25541 
4000 LOCKBOURNE RO. COLUMBUS, OHIO "43207 
110WEST MAIN STREET BELLE, WV 25015 
4812 WEST PEA RIDGE RO HUNTINGTON, WV 25705 
101 INOENPENOENCE AVE. NITRO, WV 25148 
111 THOMPSON ROAD CULLODEN, WV 25510 
P.O. BOX448 MARIETTA, OH 45750 
P. 0. BOX 128 SCOTT DEPOT, WV 25560 
PO BOX2"31 CHARLESTON, WV 25329 
1356 HANSFORD STREET CHARLESTON, WV 2Sl01 
1558 WASHINGTON ST CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
56th and NOYES AVE. SE CHARLESTON ,WV 25304 
1400 HOSPITAL DRlVE HURRICANE. WV 255211 
P.O. BOX471 CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
930 CHESTNUT RIDGE MORGANTO'l'IN, WV 211SCJ5.2154 
1230 8th AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25702 
11"° MACOOAl<U: AVE CHESAP~. WV 2S11S 
1116 SllTH ST. SUTE 21' CHARLESTON, WV 2Sll1 
2201 LEXINGTOllAAVE ASIUIND, KY 41101 
13'0 HAL GllER a. VD. HUNTINGTON, WV 257Q1 
2900 FIRST AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25702 
64 
.nfl SPOOR 
Dof.W> lllY9S 
Dof.W> YOIJNG 
G. YOUllG 
Al.I.EN MARKER 
WIWAll llClllllEN 
PAM BOGGS 
BMBAA.6. MEADOWS 
TERRY BlAl<E 
Dof.VID WALLS 
PERRY MADa:N 
PATTY BECKETT 
C. W. SIGMAN 
DEAA HENSON 
ROB OLIVER 
AUDREY 
DON KINDER 
MIKE KELLY 
BOB KELLY 
ROGER SllNN 
SCOTT WILSON 
A. DAYTON CARPENTER. P. E 
TOii BASS 
DAVID WHITE 
• '""'""""u vCN I t:K MAILING LIST (601) 
POBOX531 ;,;~;..;::TTSBURG, KY 41229 
COLUMBIA GAS 
BROWN ELECTRIC 
1664 WALKER BRAM> RD. HUNTINGTON, WV 25704 
1100 CHARLES AVE DUNBAR, WV 25064 
lD ATLANTIC CONSTRUCTION 
ucc 
RT. 1 OLDTOWN ROAD PT. PLEASANT, WV 25550 
P.O. BOX 8361 SOUlH CHARLESTON, WV 
C I WALl<ER MACHNERY 
HO\.ZER MEDICAL CENTER 
WEST VIRGINIA DEVELOPMENT 
P. 0. BOX2427 
100 JACKSON PIKE 
CAPITOL COMPLEX, 
FRENCH TOWN VETERINARY 360 STATE RT. 160 
GARY MATHENY CONSTRUCTION Cl.AV RT., BOX 3 
DIAMOND ELECTRIC PO BOX a3G 
DAVIDDEAN 45<41/258THST. 
COY DOWDIN 3008 RIDGEVIEW DR. 
ORDERS CONSTRUCTION P.O. BOX 1448 
US DEPT. OF LABOR 405 CAPITOL ST STE 407 
RED'S ROLLEN GARAGE ST. RT. 554 
WEST VIRGINIA DEVELOPMENT CAPITOL COMPLEX, 
ASTAR, INC PO BOX 13533 
GREAT I.AKES 200 PICKENS ROAD 
ERM INC P. 0. BOX 519 
'DEP OF WV WATER RESOURCES/ GENERAL DELIVERY 
BELLE, WV 25329 
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631 
CHARLESTON, W'I 25305-0311 
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631 
SPENCER, W'I 25278 
ELEANOR, WV 25070 
CHARLESTON, W'I 25304 
SOUlH CHARLESTON, WV 
ST. ALBANS, W'I 25155 
CHARLESTON WV 25301·1727 
BICMELL, OH 45814 
CHARLESTON, WV 253054311 
SISSONVILLE, W'I 25360 
NITRO WV 25143 
NITRO, W'l 25143 
TEAYS, WV 255611-!l'm 
DEP OF WV WASTE MANAGEMENT 1356 HANSFORD STREET CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
DAMAM INDUSTRIAL 
PENNZOIL PROOUCTS CO. 
PREISER SCIENTIFIC 
CADLE SANITARY SERVICE 
SECURITY AMERICA 
SKYUNK COMMUNCATION 
CAPITOL CASl.EVIS10N 
CENTURY CABLE CO 
P.O. BOX336 
1015 BARLOW DR. 
P. 0. BOX 1330 
5221 WALNUT VALLEY 
ONE MONSANTO ROAD 
P. 0. BOX 9230 
209 BROAD ST!IEET 
P. 0. BOX 763& 
EAST BRADY, PA 16028 
CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
ST. ALBANS, WV 251n 
CHARLESTON, WV 25313 
NITRO, WV 25143 
HARMON ~ COMMUNCATION 78 OLD MAIN Pl.AZA 
COLUMBUS, MS 39701 
CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
HU!HINGTON, WV 25IT7·79311 · 
ST. ALBANS, WV 251n 
WILLIAMS NITRO ELECTRIC 
FLEXSYS 
RANOERS ENGINEERING 
H. T. SWEET AND SONS 
G~ TIRE CENTER 
WV AAV'I NATlOIW. GIJMl).EP 
l PERFECTION SEP.I/ICES 
• AMERICAN aECTRIC POWER 
ENVIRONMENT Al. SOLUTIONS 
P. 0. BOX 425 NITRO, WV 25143 
OIE MONSANTO ROAD NITRO, WV 25143 
318 5TH AVE!Ml SO. CHAALESTON, WV 25303 
521 LINCOLN STREET ST. ALBANS, WV 25177 
322 WEST WASICNGTON Cl'.AAl.ESTON, '#I 253112 
1705 COONSl<IN !RYE CHAALESTON, WI 25311 
P. 0. aox. ST. ALBANS, WV 25177 
P.o.aox• IEWHAVEN,WV mu 
P. 0. BOX 7555 CHAP.LESTON, WV 2535' 
65 
BILL DAVIS 
KAREN SlEVENSON 
PAll. COTTRILL 
JOlft BINI 
TERRY IWIUNO 
MICHEU.E HMTlEllEH 
RON~ 
TRACY GOSSMD 
DR. ANGELA DAHSe 
KATHY MATIENY 
GENE LOPEZ 
SAFETY DIRECTOR 
ST ANLIEY ELLIOTT 
TAMMIE BRABHAM 
DAVID LMNG 
WILL FIELDS 
BECKY ROBERTSON 
DONALD R. HILL 
ELIZABETH CRAFT 
JOHii HUTCHINSON 
DON MEOOINGS 
MARK SAMUa 
STEVE PIERCE 
DON GARRETT 
AITA II ENE SES 
= _c·_._,\:ui-:v I RAINING CENTER MAILING LIST (601) 
0 "'i'C011iMENT AL SERVICES 6404 MAC CORKLE. AVE. ST. ALBANS, 'IN 2sm 
~;:p. UNDER GROUND STORAGE 
WITCO 
,ELL HOWARD K CONSULTING 
SENECA COllllUNCATIONS INC. 
ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY CO. 
1356 HANSFORD STREET CHARLESTON, WV 25:111-1401 
3500 SOUTH STATE RT. 2 FRIENDLY, WV 26146 
P.O. BOX546 
13th AND OlmAR AVE. 
1325 DUN BAA AVE. 
STAGG ENGINEERING SERVICES 5487 BIG TYLER ROAD 
LEXINGTON, KY 40585 
OUNSAR, WV 25064 
DUNSAR, WV 25064 
CROSS LAAES, WV 25313 
GHOSH ENGINEERS INC .• 
I T CORPORATION 
723 KANAVMA BL VD. EAST CHARLESTON, WV 2530'1 
1109THST#C VIENNA, WV 26105 
MARSHALL MILLER & ASSOCIATES 207 D STREET SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 25303 
MSESCONSULTAHTS 609WMAINSTREET CLARKSBURG,WV 2.6301 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN GROUP 1329 QUAARIER STREET CHllRLESTON,WV 25301 
ESMER & ASSOCIATES INC 
GAi CONSULTAATS 
ROBERT L WOLFE INC. 
STURM ENVIRONMENTAL 
MARCUM ENVIRONMENTAL INC. 
USROUTE60 
315 70TH STREET SE 
BOOMER, WV 25031 
CHARLESTON, WV 25304 
1829 LOUOEN HEIGHTS RO CHARLESTON, WV 25314-1564 
321 4TH AVENUE SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 25303 
PO BOX 311 
JOHNSON & HIGGINS OF OHIO, INC 703 CURTIS STREET 
KENOVA, WV 25530 
MIDDLETON, OHIO 45043 
LOGAN CORP P. 0. BOX 3202 CHARLESTON, WV 25332 
PIONEER PIPE INC. P. 0. BOX 8a71 SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 25303 
!NTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGHY 1100 9TH STREET VIENNA, VN 26105 
Ei'MRONMENT AL CAREERS INC. 431 OHIO PIKE CINCINNATI, OH 45255 
WITCO 3500 S. STATE ROUTE 2 FRIENDLY, VN 26146 
GODl'\'IN PUMP OF AMERICA 
WV-WORKERS COMPENSATION 
RESOURCE ASSOCIATES INC. 
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS INC. 
GLEN BARNETT 
MCGRAWn<OKOSlNG 
WASTE MANAGEMENT INDUSTRIAL 
CASTO TECHNCAL 
KCR,INC 
NORTHROP GRUMIAAll 
SUPERIOR TESTING SERVICES 
C!WE AMERICA SERVICES, INC. 
MET 
llOB90GGESS 
\ CHAALESTOM FIRE DEPARlMENT ) 
CAJNBAR FIRE DEPT. 
STATEWIDE EXCAVATING 
5329 SISSONVILLE DRIVE CHARLESTON, WV 25328 
P. 0. BOX 3064 
2203 WAL TON A VE. 
P. 0. BOX 675 
P. 0. BOXS51 
CHAS., WV 25331-3064 
BLUEFIELD, WV 24701 
ELKVIEW, Wo/ 25071 
MORE~. KY 40351 
470 EAST OXFORD STATE MIDOlETON, OHO 45044 
199 RIVERBEND Bl VD. ST. ALBANS, Wo/ mn 
5"40 BROAD STREET CHARLESTON, VN 25301 
W MAAYLNll AVE CHARLEST()j, Wo/ 2$322 
EAST BENEDUM SRIDGEPORT, ¥N 213311 
P.O. BOX 54 AS1MUE. NC 29802 
925 BAAi.OW ORM: CHAALEST()j, Wo/ 25311 
4001'\'lNOESTERAVE ASlt.AND, KY '110! 
5«lS KENTUCKY Sm::El SOOTH QWUSTOM, WV mot 
SOii VIRGINA STREET CHAALESTON, ¥N 2SlOl 
OUNBAAAVOU:: DUleAA. ¥N 2!5Gll4 
3'12 SCARY ROAD scon DEPOT, YN 25SllO 
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LEE MILLER 
BECKY CUNE 
E. SCOTT llOM:LL 
DAWN SEEBERGER 
VERNON MARCIM .R 
CINDY SCHAIBLE 
MIKE PERDUE 
LINDA 
Ct.AUDE MARRA 
JOEL MELLON 
J.E. GOLDSMITH 
.EANNIE 
GERE FUCK 
DAVID H. ESCUE 
ALISON 1111,TH 
RJQlAPO MYERS 
CARMELA l\ElMAH 
DAVID K. PAASONS 
~ llMRA 
~PETRY 
GEORGE BOSTIC 
Ill.NE PAI.UY 
• :JPPERS INCUSTRIES 
?!ERSON CONST!'c:ilON 
FOLLENSSEE, WV 2'3037 
P. 0. BOX 18ABLUE KNOB MAYSEL, WV 25133 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF 2114 KANAWHA BL VD. E. CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
'BITAL ENGINEERING INC. 1120 IW+''MiABLVD. E. CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
DC PCNIER SYSTEMS P. 0. BOX 2119 KERNERSVILLE. NC 27285 
TABOR MACHNE CO. 
FBl/CJIS 
GOBEL CONSTRUCTION 
DUPONT-BELLE 
BELL ATLANTIC 
PUTNAM SOUD WASTE 
SOUTHEASTERN ROOflNG CO. 
WOOi.PERT CONSULT ANTS 
SOUTH CENTRAL DISTRICT 
P. 0. BOX 3037 BLUEFIELD, WV 24701 
1000 CUSTER HOLLOW RD. Cl.ARKSBU\G, WV 26300 
RT 4 BOX 384 A HURRICANE, WV 25526 
901 W. DUPONT AVENUE BELLE, WV 25015 
1500 MACCORKLE AVENUE CHARLESTON, WV 25314 
2945 PUTNAM AVENUE 
P. 0. BOX 1322 
608 VIRGINIA STREET 
218 E. MAIN ST. 
H\JRRICAIE, WV 25526 
PINEVILLE, WV 24459 
CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
POMEROY, OH 45789 
LOWE'S OF SOUTH CHARLESTON 2000 MOUNT AltEER BL VD. CHARLESTON, WV 235309 
(LOWE'S OF CROSSLANES) 
NA COM 
KANAWHA SCALES & SYSTEMS 
SHELL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
SHELL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
fANAWHA SERVICES (PMOC) 
ENVIRONMENT AL SERVICES 
BETZ DEARBORNE 
HC 87 BOX 328 AMMA, WV 25005 
110 SMILEY DRIVE ST. ALBANS, WV 25177 
P. 0. BOX 589 POCA, WV 25159 
STATE ROUTE 2 APPLEGROVE, WV 25502 
STATE ROUJE 2 APPLEGROVE, WV 25502 
624 MARYLAND AVE CHARLESTON, WV 25302 
P 0 BOX 10220 CHARLESTON, WV 253SI 
318 5TH AVENUE SUITE 210 SOUTH CHARLESTON, WV 25303 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 2513 JACKSON AVENUE PT. PLEASANT, WV 25550 
POLYMER ALLIANCE ZONE 104 MILLER DRIVE RIPLEY, WV 25271 
MCJUNKIN CORPORATION P. 0. BOX 513 CHARLESTON, WV 25322 
COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION PO BOX 1273 CHARLESTON, WV 25325 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO. 205 STANFORD ROAD BECKLEY, WV 25801 
BROWN AND ROOT -OUPONT LOC. P. 0. BOX 869 BELLE, WV 25015 
THE R II. HUFFMAN CO. 1007-0 BRIDGE RD. CHARLESTON, WV25314 
FOSTER SUPPLY P. 0. BOX 488 SCOTT DEPOT, 255eO 
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER P. 0. BOX 3e9 NEW HAVEN, WV 2Sl!S5 
AKZO NOeEL CtElllCALS BOX 1721 GALUPOUSFEAAY, WV 25515 
L WILUlllSON PALLETS, INC. mo U.S. 35 SOUTH SOUTHSIDE.WV 25117 
LETART CORPORATION P. 0. BOXS9 
MASTER llECIWt<:H. INS\JlATION 525 28TH STREET 
G"'1.UPOUS fCRRY, WV 25515 
HUNTINGTON, WV 25705 
) ELl<Ell llET AU-DEPT. 023 
ST. ALBANS FIRE DEPT 
415 EAST llYl.ES AVENUE PEHNSBORO, WV 21415 
2794 VALl.Ef MILLS ROAD PAAl<ERsaJRG, WV a10t 
P.0.BOXl13 ALLOY, WV 2S002 
51 SIXTH AVENUE ST. ALBANS, WV 251n 
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STEVEN LISH 
MIKE PIERSON 
PAT PARSONS 
M.NI 
TODD FERRA 
l£RMAN SIMS 
CAROLYN GOBEL 
PAM POl.RZ'IWA 
lXHlA MAYFlaD 
GEROIE ESTEP 
JOHNNY SMITH 
M>O< MCCARTY 
HAL BOSTON 
CAROL HAMRIC 
BILL SHEARS 
TERRY MMR 
SCOTT WITHROW 
REX E. ROUSH 
VAN LITTLE 
JACK CUMMINGS 
JOHN REPPERT 
HOMER K. PREECE 
RV. GAAV>N 
EDNA R ROTHWELL, PHO 
BILL BENTLEY 
JUNE 
ROY EAGLE 
CHERYL 
BILL BARE 
GINGER llCl<NGHT 
BUTCH SCIW£R 
l.NIHY WIWAllSOH 
JOH P. THOMPSON 
ClMlY 
DAW> l<ELl.EY 
NIOIE WION. 
QIMl.ES BRYANT 
JOHI PHLPOTT 
~t:.l:IULA I ORY TRAINING CENTER MAILING LIST (601) 
~l:NBAR POLICE DEPARTMENT 
~OY F. WESTON, INC. 
'"ATION 
-..RTHTECH 
BRECltltMLER SCALES 
12th ST. AND MYERS CUNBAR, WV 25064 
141 WAlllll..ES Rlll ROAD WHEELING, WV 26003 
#200 BRUCETOWN ROAD MIOOLEWAY, WV 25430 
CHARLESTON, WV 25302 
4200 ARST AVENUE, SUITE NITRO, WV 25143 
OSHA 405 CAPITAL ST., SUITE CHARLESTON, WV 25301 
US ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 502 8th STREET HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 
RELIANCE LABS 
CT & E ENVIRONMENT AL 
EASTHAM ASSOCIATES 
USDOL·BAT 
MOUNTAIN STATE AIR GAS 
MOUNTAIN STATE AIR GAS 
CHESTER ENGINEERS 
CONTRACTOR SERVICES 
HOR ENGINEERING, INC. 
J. W. SEABOLT 
EDWARDS TRANSPORTATION INC. 
EASTERN STATES PUMP & 
BRIDGEPORT, VN 26330 
1256 GREENBRIER STREET CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
T.L COlEMAN 
JOHN ALBERT 
SCOTT 1.N1W4 
Mll<E BAl1BER 
JIM TROY 
DAVID MEADOWS 
BILL l<FJ< 
JEANIE LATTERNER 
TOCO EASTHAM 
KAREN WADE 
JIM LORD 
STEVE ZINN 
TOM LAMBIOTTE 
DAVE BRANNON 
J. W. SEABOLT 
9REM1'WOOO INDUSTRIES MR HARRINGTON 
\ 
JNITED DAIRY MAAIE JONES 
FREELANCE TECHNICAL ASSOC. DANNY BAINBRIDGE 
POTOMAC HIGHLANDS SUPPORT ART TRENTON 
I. A. N. GARCELON 391 S.S INDWI CREEK ROAD ELKVIEW, WV 25071 
RAIL CONSTRUCTION 12495 PAUL COFFEE BLVD. ASH, KY 41102 
OFFICE Of AIR QUALITY 
ONYX INlOSTRIAI. SERVICES 
G. S. Of WEST VIRGINIA 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
S & S ENGllEERS 
SMALLEY BUILDERS 
BLAST TEC 
C>MC 
DWIGHT FAST 
~WARNER AUTOllOTIVES 
) OEP WASTE MOT SECTION 
ONE V.IUEY SQUARE 
I~ 
164 HIDDEN VALLEY SCOTT DEPOT, WV 25560 
1558 WASHINGTON ST. E. CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
PO BOX 1900 ASHLAND, KY 41105-1900 
RT 1BOX1798 RAVENSWOOO, WV 31184 
820 KANAWHA BLVD. W. CHARLESTON, WV 25302 
502 STH ST. HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 
501 EAGLE MOUNT AIH RD. CHARLESTON, WV 25311 
HC 53 BOX 99 RED HOUSE, YN 25188 
RT. 2 BOX 135 l!UCIWN)N YN 21»1 
3200 McCORl<l..E AVE SE CHARLESTON YN 25304 
3205 KILDM. TON PL APEX. NC 27502 
2190 EASTERN AVE. GALl.JPOUS, OH 45131 
1"6 HANSFORD STREET CHAALESTON, YN 25301 
940 OtE VALLEY SQUARE CHARLESTON, YN 25301 
PO BOX 1002 MIL TON, YN 253-11 
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CINDY BAL1.AAD 
LEONARD WOMBLE 
ClftS DAILEY 
GREG LAWREMCE 
PAUL PIGOT 
LOLA EU<JNS 
R>K1t ava. 
ROSIN PA1NTER 
PATTY 
ROH STRICKER 
Sl£RI TAYLOR 
TOii FISHER 
JOlfj THOllAS 
SKIP l<INO 
- - -------- __ ... , .... , IYll"'\IL.11,U Ll~I \~lJ 
t:AA,NOSE &THROAT ASSOCIATES BOX 1628 CHARLESTON WV 25301 
EASTERN HElllCNI ENERGY RT. 5, BOX 820 GLENVILLE, WV 26351 
ED SW!ERKOS EMTall'RSES INC. RtW480X254 MOUNDSVILLE WV 26041 
I. OOPONT DE NEMOURS & 901 WESl DUPONT AVE BELLE WV 25015 
ELK RUN COAL COMPANY INC. 80X497 SYLVESTER WV 25193 
ELKAY lllNNG COMPANY P080X11718 CHARLESTON, VN 25339-1718 
EMPLOYERS SERVICE CORP. 80X3389 CHARLESTON WV 25333 
ENGINES INC. #1 ELECTRIC ROAD MILTON VN 25541 
EUREKA PIPELINE COMPANY 80X5519 VIENNA VN 26105 
EVANS LUMBER COMPANY 80)(8095 SOUTH CHARLESTON VN 25303 
EXPLOSIVES TECH. 80X288 PINEY VIEW WV 25909 
FACEMYER LUMBER COMPANY 80X748 RIPLEY WV 25271 
FACTORY IND. MAINTANCE CO. INC. 63 GREENtroOD DRIVE WILUAMSTO't'<N VN 26187 
FAIRMONT MARION COUNTY 400 QUINCY STREET FAIRMONT WV 26554 
FAIRMONT SPECIAIJTY SERVICES RT 1BOX351 FAIRMONT WV 26554 
FAMCOINC. BOX14n HUNTINGTON VN 25718 
FARR MANUFACTURING 80X328 PARKERSBURG WV 28102 
FAYETIE CNTY.BOARD OF ED. 111 FAYETIEAVE. FAYETIEVILLE WV 25840 
FEDERAL AVIATION 301 EAGLE MOUNTAIN CHARLESTON WV 25311 
FENTON ART GLASS 700 ELIZABETH STREET WILLIAMSTOWN WV 26187 
)FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORP 80X610 FOLLANSBEE WV 26037 
FOREST LAWN CEMETARY 80)(310 PECKS MILLS WV 25547 
FR.Alias ENGINEERING INC. 80X2284 MORGANTOWN WV 26505 
GALIGHER FORD INC. BOX1328 HUNTINGTON WV 25714 
GATEWOOO PRODUCTS INC. BOX 207 PARKERSBURG WV 28102 
GEFINC. 1721 WINFIELD ROAD WINFIELD, WV 25213 
GENERAL DELIVERY INC .. 1822 MORGANTCNm AVE. FAIRMONT WV 28505 
RICHARD CONSTRUCTION INC BOX859 DELLSLOW, WV 26531 
GOCOWILL IND. OF KYr:NNA INC. BOX 7385 HUNTINGTON WV 25779 
GREENBRIER LIMESTONE CORP. HC 40 BOX49 LEWISBURG WV 24901 
GREER IN>. INC. BOX 1900 MORGANTOWN WV 26505 
GUAADIAH FOOOSERVICE BOX 7397 ROCKY MOUNT NC 2780I 
H & W TRUCl'JNG COMPANY INC. BOX40 ONAWl/25545 
HAl.UBURTON SERVICES BOX418 ELKVIEW WV 25071 
~SUPPLY COMPANY 102 COURT STREET SPENCER WV 25279 
HC t«JTllNG COMPANY t12 lllORRIS STREET CHAAl.ESTON WV 25301 
1£Jh£RS BAl<ERY IC. BOXIW HUHl'INGTON WI 25704 
IERaJLES INC. BOX 210 ROCKET CENTER. WV 21121 
l IERMAN STAAJSS IHC. BOX9543 WHEELING WV 29003 
HEWETT MINE REPAIR COMPANY RT 1BOX391 l.MEWV25121 
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KATHRYN BAILEY 
BRUCE GARRETT 
JOHN SWIERKOS 
E. PRICE 
FRANK FOSTER 
KEN PERW: 
JOSEPH ntatlOOX 
DENNY MOORE 
HAROLD BAl<ER 
WALTER EVANS 
ERIC RANEY 
LEE FACEMYER 
l<EN WESTFALL 
JOESPH RAGER 
DAVID ROBERTS 
RICHARD SM.AILES 
DOUGLAS FARR 
R. CLAGG 
JAMES PRESTON 
MICHAEL FENTON 
JAMES SIMMS 
LEJEANA Al..Dl1fllGE 
GEORGE CYPHERT 
GREG ELKINS 
JAMES REGAL 
STEVE FOSTER 
VIRGINIA THOMPSON 
»JY BECl<ETT 
RONNIE JOHNSON 
MAAK WILSON 
MAY HOWELL 
JAMES UHIJIS 
CHP HOt.COMB 
USA JACl<SON 
JOH4 IEHRY 
RONALD PRATER 
DAVID HYUIUTT 
OIL UUOAH 
MISSY ROllNSION 
- ----··-- --•H-" ........ L.ll'IU Ll~l (8U1) 
\IORGAKTOWN MACHNE 
MOULOAGRAPH CORP. 
MOUNTAIN STATE BIT SERVICE 
'.ll.INT AltEER FIRST AID Nil 
MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
RTSBOX250 
BOX99 
BOX4300 
llOX7418. 
414 SUMMERS STREET 
M~Y SHEET METAL COMPANY 3112 nH STREET 
MYERS Nil COMPANY BOX 9238 
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS INC. BOX 4300 
NATIOIW. PAR!< SERV NEWRIVER 104 MAIN STREET 
NEMETH MACllNE INC. 
NEC INDUSTRIES 
NORTHWESTERN 
BOX9 
3025 BIRCH ORM! 
BOX1523 
OHIO VALLEY HEALTH SERV. AND 2000 EOff STREET 
CUI/ER INDUSTRIES INC. &819 MACCORl<l.E AVE 
ORDERS AND HAYNES PAVING CO., BOX 9488 
PACKAGED SYSTEMS INC. BOX13399 
PAAK CORP. OBA CHAS. ORDANCE BOX 8678 
PARKERSBURG DISTRIBUTING BOX 85 
PARKERSBURG SANITARY BOARD 12519TH STREET 
P AAXl.INE, INC. BOX 85 
?AUL WISSMACH GLASS BOX 228 
PB & S CHEMICAL COMPANY BOX 1KI 
PEABODY COAL COMPANY BOX 1233 
PESPl-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 1531 MONROE AVE. 
PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT BOX 26 
PHILLIPS MACHINE SERVICE INC. BOX 1245 
POMR MAINTENANCE INC. BOX 365 
PPG INDUSTRIES BOX 191 
PRINCETON COMM~ITY BOX 1369 
PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS INC. 100 N. FlRST STREET 
PROCESS Sl.J>PL Y INC. 
QUAl<ER STATE OIL REFINING 
AAl.EIGH »iK COMPANY 
RALEIGH GENER>l. HOSPITAL 
RBS, IHC. 
RECKART EQUIPMENT CO. 
RECTROH INC. 
\ REFRIGERATED EJCl'RESS INC. 
.I REX~ INDUSTRIES INC. 
RHEOX llOJSTRIES INC. 
BOXI010 
BOX336 
BOX 1116 
1710 HAAPERS ROAD 
CAAWER115 
BOX211 
BOX 1240 
720 1ZTH STREET 
BOXlll 
MORGANTOWN WV 2IS05 
NITRO, WV 25143-099 
MORGANTOWN WV 29505 
CHARLESTON WV 25301 
CHARLESTON WV 253S6 
PARKERSBU\O WV 21101 
SOUTH awu.ESTON WV25309 
MORGANTOWN WV 26505 
GLEN JEAN WV 25848 
BENWOOD WV 26031 
WEIRTON WV 26062 
PARl<ERSBU\O WV 26102 
WHEELING WV 2eC03 
ST AL.BANS WV 251n 
SOUTH CHARLESTON WV 2531» 
SISSCNVILLE WV 25303 
SOUTH CHARLESTON WV 25303 
PARKERSBURG WV 26102 
PARKERSBURG WV 26102 
WINFIELD WV 25213 
PADEN CITY WV 26159 
ST ALBANS WV 2sm 
CHARLESTON WV 25324 
HUNTINGTON WV 25704 
BRIDGEPORT WV 26330 
BECKLEY WV 25802 
WILLIAM STOWH WV 26187 
NEW MARTINSBURG WV 261Sll 
PRINCETON WV 2A7«l 
Cl.AAKSIM\G WV 26301 
CHARLESTON WV 25362 
NEWELL WV 2eOSO 
CIWILESTON WV 2!1323 
BECKLEY WV 25111 
WHTE SULPllJR SPAINOS WV 
l!EVERl.Y WV 2'253 
WIUJAllSOH WV 2'1111 
HUNTINGTON WV J57Q1 
GIW'TON WV 21354 
70· 
DAVID llARTIN 
DENNlS MOULDER 
JIM Cl.ARl<SON 
JOE BMNES 
SUE ANDERSON 
JAY M\RIAY 
JAMES MYERS 
SCOTT MAASIW..L 
l1lCW>ro BR<1t'IN 
VIRGI~ MILLHOUSE 
SCOTT HOLT 
OALl.S BElflENS 
BRAD SIMMS 
JILL OLIVER 
ROBERT ORDERS 
LARRY EDENS 
JOHN WHITNEY 
DAVID RITCHIE 
CLARENCE COX 
FR.ANK STYLES 
ROBERT FELDMIER 
AL MORRIS 
DAVID ASHBY 
LESLIE HARVvlCK 
ERSEL MORGAN 
ANTHONY MCKINNEY 
STEVE WHITE 
BRAD KLINE 
BONNIE tENERY 
ROB STEWART 
JEFFREY CROCKETT 
Ol.IN HASKlN 
OiARl.ES PAINTER 
R. LUCAS 
RONALD S'tNllER 
TOCO REa<ARI' 
MATTHEW Oll.UAll 
NOllMA Wl\IQHf 
TERESA GALI.NIER 
HAYWNID THOMAS 
APPENDIXF 
Letters of Support 
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
October 26, 1999 
Dr. Laura Wyant 
Adult and Technical Education 
Marshall University 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington WV 25155 
Dear Dr. Wyant: 
540 FIFTH AVENUE 
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. 25701 
PHONE (304) 525·5151 
FAX (304) 525-5162 
, 
Southwestern Community Action Council, Inc. assists our low-income client population 
through the development of job skills, and a multiple number of other services, to achieve 
self sufficiency and their potential in a rapidly changing society. As a result, we are 
aware of the growing need for technical training and education in business and industry 
that demonstrates a demand for human resource development professionals. Also, with 
the shifts in the composition of West Vrrginia's workforce, there will be increasing needs 
for training and retraining of adults particularly toward the information technology and 
computer fields. I am, therefore, quite pleased to support the Marshall University Adult 
and Technical Education Department in its effort to develop a new undergraduate 
program in Human Resource Development. 
If I can provide additional support for this endeavor, please contact me. 
Sincerely, ~ ,&? 
. ;::F;(..,, _./~ at; t/(4'· . 
Harry W. Smith, Jr. 
Executive Director 
HWS:mw 
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BETTER: EDUCATION - HEALTH- HOMES - JOBS 
EOE 
Gerald McDonald 
President 
Dr. Laura Wyant 
Huntington Area Development Council 
916 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Huntington, WV 25701 
(304) 525-1161 
October 25, 1999 
Adult and Technical Education 
Marshall University 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, WV 25755 
Dear Dr. Wyant: 
The mission of the Huntington Area Development Council (HADCO) is to create jobs by 
attracting new companies to our area and encourage the growth of existing businesses. In 
working with expanding industry in our area and outside companies inquiring about moving to 
our area we are finding that there is a demand for additional technical training in order to 
compete with other areas for new jobs. With new companies moving into our area, there is also 
a growing demand for human resource development professionals. 
HADCO fully supports the Marshall University Adult and Technical Education Department in its 
effort to develop a new undergraduate program in Human Resource Development. This new 
degree will help meet West Virginia's need for a workforce better trained in technology for the 
year 2000 and beyond. This degree would also assist those already earning a two-year associate 
degree to stay in the area to pursue further education and employment opportunities. 
If I can be of further assistance in creating this new program, please let me know. 
/ss 
Sincerely, 
Our Jobs, Our Children, Our Future. ··· ··.· • ····· · ··; ; 
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. ·West Virginia Community ~Attion Directors Association 
. ~THE FAMILY MENTOR PROGRAM •VISION WORKS. RURAL' COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE PROGRiM 
• • • ' •••• <\ • ·' ~ ' ~-' •• '. - ' • • • -~ - '. •' • • ' • • ; • 
. " . ·: P.O. !lox 4007, Parkersburg, WHI Virginia 2S104 
, .. . . . · Ocnrber ""· l !l!l!l . . . 
. oilice: (304) 29s-&607 Fax: (304) 29S-3249 : ·, ' 
... ·'· ... ; . 
. ··.:.·:-,:: , .. , '. 
. . -~ 
Dr. Laura Wyant 
Adult and Technical Education 
, . Marshall University· 
.. 400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntingion, WV 25755 
Dear Dr. Wyant: 
I have reviewed the "Statement of Intent to Plan" a bachelor level program in Adult and 
Technical Education and can visualize both the need and suitability for such a program · 
given the context of our labor market and the governmental forces now driving workforce 
development. 
Because of the shifts in the composition West Virginia's workforce, there will be 
increasing needs for the training and retraining of adults particularly directed toward the 
information technology and computer fields. Also, new changes in the funding of 
training activities create expanding opportunities for access to a broadening labor market. 
I especially like the possibilities that are inherent in the 2 + 2 approach in recognition of 
the needs for entry level training education and those of small businesses. 
Our Association is pursuing a number of programs that are consistent with your plans. 
As such it is highly possible that staff from Community Action Agencies would also find 
your programs beneficial and supportive of their work in our agencies. If! could offer 
you additional assistance, do not hesitate to call. 
Respectfully, 
~~ 
Dave Treharne, Executive Director 
WEST VIRGINIA COMMUNITY ACTION DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION 
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-~ North American Refractories Co. ~ n soo Halle Bulldlna 1228EudklA-Cleveland, Ohio 4411 5-18-09 (216) 621-5200 
January 6, 2000 
Laura Wyant, Ph.D. 
College of Education and Human Services 
Marshall University 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, WV 25755 
Dear Dr. Wyant: 
Our plant supports any educational effort that enables individuals to gain employment. I 
recently became aware that you are developing an undergraduate program in human 
resources management, and I wanted to wish you every success in the development of 
such a program. 
North American Refractories Company, headquartered in Cleveland, employs at least one 
human resources person for each of our eleven facilities throughout the United States. 
Although staffing, duties, and experiences vary among the different locations, we 
encourage our staff to remain up-to-date on human resources issues and we support the 
educational goals of our employees. 
Good luck with your project, and please be sure to let me know when NARCO can assist 
you in any way. 
w.c 
Plant Manager 
South Shore, KY Plant 
Ji) Vtitlch-Radex Dlditr • 
A Member of the Veitsch-lt.ldel< Didier Croup 
Address Reply To: NARCO-U.S. Highway 23, South $hol9, KY 41175 Tel: (806) 932·3131 Fax: (806) 932-3137 
... 
15' . 
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 
950 Kanawha Boulevard, East 
Charleston, WV 2530 I 
Dr. Laura Wyant 
Adult and Technical Education 
Marshall University 
400 Hal Greer Boulevard 
Huntington, WV 25755 
DearDr. Wyant: 
October 28, 1999 
Telephone: (304) 558-8860 
FAX: (304) SS8-4210 
I am pleased to support the Marshall University Adult and Technical Education 
Department in its efforts to develop a new undergraduate program in Human Resource 
Development. The Office of Economic Opportunity supports this program because we 
understand the growing need in West Virginia for technical training and education in business 
and industry which demonstrates a demand for human resource development professionals. 
As a funding source for community action agencies, it is our mission to alleviate poverty 
in West Virginia by addressing both the symptoms and causes, and supporting community based 
programs that lift individuals, families, and communities to higher levels of self-sufficiency. 
If I can provide additional information for this endeavor, please do not hesitate to contact 
me at (304) 558-8860, ext. 12. 
Sincerely, 
Essa R. Howard, Director 
Office of Economic Opportunity 
ERH:rh 
